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(By P. W.)
Volume 39
All of us here at the News office have
worked right hard this week to assemble
everything in this issue for your reading
pleasure. We just waded in to "cover" everything that we thought needed "covering"
and wound up with a mountain of pictures
and stories.
Congratulations. Mildred!
The 28 pictures in this issue include 22
local pictures, a number of them enlarged so
they would show up better. I especially
wanted to have an enlargement of the group
at Mildred Anderson's "Retirement" luncheon last weekend; Mildred has been one of
our very special favorites for many years,
and perhaps this is as good a way as any to
express our personal esteem to a very fine
lady. That story, plus pictures, is on page
four.
Lt. Terry "Flies" Again
Then at the bottom of page one is Angela's story about Norman Terry and his
World War One flying experiences in the
Army Air Force before there was an Army
Air Force. This story was written a couple
of weeks ago, but publication was delayed
until this week due to lack of space. However, this week the story turns out to be very
timely! A big reunion has just been concluded in England this very week of all of the
World War One flyers who flew in combat
from English bases. (Since Mr. Terry flew
from Italian bases, he would not have been
a part of the English outfits).
I don't know whether or not Norman
knows this, but the "Major Barker" that he
mentions from the RAF could possibly be
the same Major Barker listed as victim Number 79 by the "Red Baron" (German pilot
Baron Von Richtofen). In the book,"The Red
Baron", Von Richtofen, listing his victims
and the dates they were shot down, listed a
"Major R. Raymond Barker of 3rd Squadron,
RAF" as shot down and killed "on April 20,
1918 in his Sopwith Camel over Bois-deHamel."
The "Pick-Em Yourself" Business
Another story that deserves to be in
print this week (and is, on page 8) is the
story of the David Wells' and their 5-acre
4tgawbeiTYHtOakket,Roeth of Fulton that
has proven stiCr a popular place last year
and this. And-boy, what berries!
Enterprises like this deserve a pat on
the back and encouragement.
The "Harvest-it-yourself" business is
big business in many parts of the country,
and even around here, the "pick-your-ownpeaches" business has been highly success(Continued on page 2)
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Ford Wins
Big Majority;

THE FIRST LAND deeded to the Urban Renewal

and

Community

Development

Agency

changed ownership Wockursday. May 26 in the office of Jimmy Warren, attorney for the Urban Renewal Board. Mrs. Iva Parrott (cerster), her son Robert, and Mrs. Robert Parrott sold
part of two lots on Norman Street for $2,900. Witnessing the signing Sr. Mrs. Ward Bushart,
chairman of the board; James Martin, executive director of Urban Renewal; and Joe Newbcrn,
relocation eficer.

ITS OFFICIAL. Also witnessing the transfer of ownership were (standing, from loft) Richard
Myatt, executive director of public housing; Food litomra and Bishop 0. K. Clifton, members of
the board; and Warren. Joe Trees and Bob Morgan, also members of the board, were unable
to attend.

City Board Asked To Support
Tax To Build Trade School
rate among students, theneed
for
vocational training
is
critical, as it is all over the
county.
The Fulton City Board of
Education would be responsible for none of the construction costs of the building nor
would there be any cash outA request by the Fulton County Board to the lay to them for sending students to the training school.
Fulton City Board to initiate action to levy a The
cost for each person atthree percent utility gross receipts tax with tending the school would be
borne
by the State Departwhich to match state and Federal funds was takment of Education.
en "under advisement" by the members of the
According to Kentucky statFulton City Independent School District Board. utes any school board, or
boards,
representing the reFulton voters have recently in Fulton.
quired 90 per cent of a county's
approved a tax levy on propFulton City, schools have an inhabitants must direct their
erty taxes to build the hand- unusually high rate of gradurequest for the levy of the utilsome, million-dollar
high ates
college. In
entering
(continued on page 7)
school now under construction Hickman, with a high drop-out

In a two-hour long session Monday night
with the Fulton City Board of Education, members of the Fulton County Board of Educaticin
learned that the real obstacle to secure a vocational training school for Fulton County, at Hickman, is yet to be overcome.

A Great Victory!
We share with thousands of Kentuckians today the overwhelming victory of Lt.Gov. Wendell Ford to receive the Democratic nomination for governor of Kentucky.
As this is written it is apparent that Julian
Carroll- of Paducah will be Mr. Ford's running mate as lieutenant-governor in the November election.
Both are able, attractive, and articulate
young men and a good match for the equally
attractive team of Tom Emberton for governor and James Host for lieutenant-governor
on the Republican ticket.
It will be an interesting race. We are
happy to have supported Mr. Ford and to
have contributed of our time and personal
efforts in his campaign.
No Comfort In Defeat
Yet, in Ford's victory we feel no comfort in the defeat of former governor and
former Federal Judge Bert T. Combs. We
supported Mr. Combs in both of his races for
governor; the one that ended in defeat in
1955 and the successful effort in 1959. We
felt privileged to do so.
There is no doubt that Bert Combs will
always be referred to as one of Kentucky's
most able, most imaginative and most cdurageous chief executives. He distinguished
himself and the Federal law while he served
as a judge on the Sixth United States Court
of Appeals.
His programs of progress and development for Kentucky will always stand as a
(Continued on Page Five)

ond term as Kentucky's chief
executive.
Combs served as governor
from 1959 to 1963, winning
from then Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, the heir apparent
to the administration of Governor A. B. Chandler.
The Ford victory in Fulton
County came as something of

Channeling Creek Will Reduce
Flood Hazard, Engineer Says
With channelization of Harris Fork Creek, area residents who experience flooding about once every three
years
can expect that flood
probability will be reduced to
once
every 50 years, Col.
John
V.
Parish, Memphis
District Engineer for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
stated at Tuesday night's public meeting.
Approximately 100 persons
attended the meeting in
the
South Fulton School cafeteria.
They were representatives of
local En d state
ate governments,
businesses, and private .citisens who expressed interest
"because the creek floods our
land."
"Our assessment of annual
flood
damages in the study
area was some $110,200 per
year. This figure includes
both property and crop losses,"
Parish
said. "It does not,
however, include values for.
such intangible flood damages
as health hazard, and the disruption of public services and
private lives."

According to
Parish, the
Corps of Engineers' study of
the creek indicated that the
most feasible method of flood
control is channelization. In
urban areas, cone rete c hannels
will be built, he said, and downstream the earthen channel will
be enlarged 9 - 1/2 miles to
its junction with the North Fork
of the Obion River.
"These (concrete) channels
will run from Willow Drive
Bridge to the mouth of South
Fulton
Branch, about .51
miles on Harris Fork, and
from the Illinois Central Railroad crossing, upstream of
the Fourth Street bridge, to
200 feet below the crossing
south of State Line Road,
about .64
miles, on South
Fulton Branch," Parish explained.
Ile
said the
preliminary
cost estimate is $3,267,000.
Parish said his report will
be Sant to the Office -of Chief
of Engineers about .TelY, and
the report should reach Congress in 1972. Final approval
(continued on page 7)

New Riding Ring To Be Site
Of YMBC's June Horse Show
All the excitement of flashy
Tennessee Walking Horses will
be displayed Saturday, June 26
at the ninth annual Young Men's
Business
Association Horse
Show. The show will take place
in a new setting, the YMBC's
riding ring in Carr Park on
Highway 51 North.
Horses and riders from about
seven states are expected to
participate, according to general chairman Raymond Stennis.
The program, which begins at
7:30 p. m., includes thirteen
classes. Trophies, ribbons, and
cash prizes will be presented.
The classes are:
1. Two-year-old
Walking
mare.
2. Pony Class (Fulton and adjoining counties). No set tails,
ponies 48 inches and under,
riders 12 years and under.
3. Pleasure Walking class.
English equipment, no set tails,
boots or pads.
4.
Two-year-old Walking
stallions and geldings.

Number 21

c Race By
s First District

Lt.-Gov Wendell Ford, the young man from
Owensboro, Kentucky who haS never lost an election, racked up another victory ori Tuesday night
when Kentucky's Democratic party gave him the
party's nomination for governor.
Ford, a one-time chief assistant to former
Governor Bert T. Combs won what political observers regard as an upset victory over his onetime boss.
Former Governor and exJudge Bert T. Combs, with
one of the
most
powerful
political organizations in Kentucky
history at his command, and with an apparent
unlimited supply of campaign
funds, both on the local and
state-wide level, failed
in
his attempt to capture a sec-

10r

Fine Harness ponies.
5.
6. Country Pleasure (Fulton
and adjoining counties). English
or Western equipment, no set
tails.
7. Juvenile class Walking
mares or geldings, riders 17
years and under.
Ladies class (amateur
8.
riders, 19 or over), mare or
gelding only.
9. Three-year-old Walking
Horse.
10. Amateur Walking class,
amateur riders only.
11. Roadster pony, 50 inches
and under, stable colors.
12.
Four-year-old Walking
Horse.
13. Open Walking class.
Sonny Parsons of Covington,
Tennessee will be the Judge.
Entry fors
Entry forms may be obtained
from Raymond Stallins, Route
4, South Fulton, Tenn. 42041.
Out of state horses will be
required to have health certificates.

a
surprise to the
CombsCarroll supporters who had
predicted a wide margin of
victory for the candidate. Ford
easily won victory in the City
of Fulton and continued piling
up votes in each of the precincts
in the entire county.
In a telephone interview, after
his victory was apparent, Ford
said: "I am deeply grateful to
all of the people in Fulton County
for the loyal support and hard
work that was done in my behalf."
Long -time political observers have indicated that Ford's
record and his approach to
the
issues will also bring
him victory in November.
Perhaps the most surprising victory came as the votes
were tabulated in the First
Di*rict. Ford carried
the
home county (McCracken) of
Combs' running mate Julian
Carroll by 1,400 votes. Ford
lost only four of the 22 counties in the First District ...
Caldwell, Christian,
Logan
and Trigg.
Joining Ford on the Democratic ticket in November will
be Julian Carroll of Paducah,
speaker of the Kentucky. House
of Representatives and Combs'
runningmate in the primary.
Carroll defeated John Breckinridge and Henry Beach for the
nomination.
State Sen. Carroll Hubbard
of Mayfield easily won reelection
over Mayfield City
Judge Charles Davis in the
First Senatorial District in
Tuesday's primary. Hubbard
carried every precinct in all
five counties.
The vote by counties is as
follows:
Fulton County: Hubbard 1,866; tavis 162.
Hickman County: Hubbard
1,271; Davis 259.
Graves County: Hubbard 5,416; Davis 1,856.
Carlisle County:
Hubbard
1,261; Davis 152.
Calloway County:
Hubbard
3,308; Davis 556.
Former State Rep. Henry
Maddox of Hickman lost out
on his bid to return to Frankfort. Although he carried Fulton County 1,201 to 572 for
the incumbent, Ralph Ed Graves
of Bardwell, Graves carried
the district.
In the race for Fulton County
jailer, Ed Clark defeated Josh
McClure and Frank Mooney.
Clark, who carried 10 of 16
precincts, received 1,189 votes •
to McClure's 854 and Mooney's
294. Clark will replace J. C.
Minton, who has been interim
jailer since the death of his
brother, Baker Minton.
John J. Lattus, running unopposed, received 375 votes
for the county's District 3
constable.

Tennessee
Sales Tax
Is Increased

Tennessee's increased sales
tax goes into effectnext Tuesday, boosting the tax on each
dollar's worth of goods purchased in
Tennessee to 3.5
cents.
In Obion County, which has
a 1.5 cent local option sales
tax, the effective tax on sales
will be increased from 4to4.5
cents
on the retail dollar.
A family of four with an income
of $10,000 per year will be paying
on the average an additional 824 a
year in sales tax, according to
figures applied by the state
Department of Revenue.
Merchants will collect the taii
at the following rate (no tag
collected from I cent to 9 cents):
10 cents to 29 cents- 1 cent tax
30 cents to 49 cents--2'cents
50 cents to 69 cents--3 cents
70 cents to 89 cents - 4 cents
90 cents to $1.09 -- 5 cents
$1.10 to $1.29 -- 6 cents
$1.30 to $1.49 7 cents
At this-rate, the.extra cent is
added at the same point after
each dollar's worth of goods
The legislation adding a halfcent to the state sales tax also
Included a provision allowing
local governments to add a
quarter-cent to the local sales
tax, if approved by citizen, in a
referendum. This would permit
the current local sales tax to bet
increased to 1.4 cents, if ap
proved
by
voters.
For the first time, in its effort
to raise between 945 and $Se
million in new revenue, the
legistattre approved Gov. Wisp
field Dunn's proposal to extend
the sales tax to ac-called casual
sates
Theme are sakes between imillviduals
generally kietwegs
IN 1911, NORMAN TERRY was a young cadet in the U. S.
friends or the result of deist/lei
Army's pioneer pilot training, oropr•m. He is shown with the advertising. On such salon the
plane used to train cadets at Georgia Tech University.
(continued on page '7)

So You Think A Sopwith Camel Is A Beast OfBurden?
by Angela Mueller
The cartoon beagle Snoopy
whO flies his Sopwith Camel
doghouse into combat against
the Red Baron in imaginary
World War I battles, evokes
some very real memories for
Norman Terry, one of Fulton's
best-known citizens."This May
Is the fifty-fourth anniversary
of my first application to join
the United
States
Aviation
Corps," he recalled.
Well known for his farming
Interests
in Fulton County,
Terry also made headlines in
the local papers when he became the first person from the
county to serve in the United
States' fledgling air force during World War I. But Terry
candidly said he wasn't thinking of making history when he
volunteered for training as a
pilot.
"I was a farm boy. I'd followed Old Beck fa plow mule)
all my life, and I didn't want
any more walking like in the
infantry. I figured the opposite
was flying," he said.
Actually, after his graduation
from the University of Kentucky
Collage of Agriculture in 1916,
Terry had applied to become an
ambulance driver in Europe.
When no action was taken on
his application, he volunteered

for the Army Signal Corps,
from which the pilot trainees
were selected. He was accepted
and was sent to Atlanta for
two months' training on the
campus of Georgia Tech University.
"We only had one airplane.
They used it for demonstraout
tion
purposes-pointed
'This is an airplane,'" Terry
explained. Although the cadets
were given instruction in how
to fly, the instructions did not
include actual experience. None
of them had actually flown the
plane when the two months endwere sent to
ed and
they
Mineola, New York, lobe issued uniforms and assign"i to a
ship leaving for Europe.
Terry and his fellow adets
crossed the Atlantic
in an
English passenger ship, the
Adriatic. The crossing took two
weeks, and Terry wrote his
mother from the shin that he
was "nearly dead for some
real live work.,"
In
another letter, he described a severe storm: "All
the dishes fell on the floor, and
the piano was turned over."
He added that "almost everyone Sol sick....but I am getting
used to the rocking and rather
enjoy it."
The cadets were introduced
to the English custom of tea

at four o'clock in the afternoon.
Terry said at first he found
it a strange custom, but by the
docked in
ship
time
the
Southampton he had grown to
enloY it.
(Another English custom he
learned on the Adriatic proved
costly to Terry several years
later, when he was a civilian
again. On a visit to Louisville,
he stayed in the Brown Hotel
and at night placed his shoes
outside the door bf his room,
expecting to find the shoes
shined in the morning. He never
saw any of the shoes again.)
In Southampton, the American
cadets stayed at an English
camp before leaving by train
for Italy. "The English officers
didn't know what to dowith us-they didn't have a class like
us cadets," Terry explained.
"They were either officers or
emtimon soldiers." Eventually
the cadets ate in the officers'
mess, but they slept "in muddy
tents" with the Tommies.
In November 1917, the two
hundred Americans arrived in
training camp near Foggia.
About fifteen Of them were from
Georgia Tech, and Terry was
the
only Kentuckian among
the two hmdred.
"The plains of Foggia," a
vast flatland, was the site of
(continued on page 7)
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(continued from page one)
ful for the past several years. Also,
we are seeing more of the "catchyour-own-fish" business, and in
some parts of the country the cutyour-own-Christmas-tree" business has been a big moneymaker.
Pm for anybody that will get
out and hustle; today's laborers
are tomorrow's millionaires.
Or, to put it another way; no
one ever got to be a millionaire
by sitting home and drawing an
unemployment check each month.
Tombstone From Illinois?
On page two of today's second
section we reprinted our "Tombstone" story so our "Shopper"
readers all over the area would
se it and possibly provide us with
(few more leads.
- Last week, David Capps called-from Union City to suggest that
we check the graveyards up
around Effingham, Illinois as a
possible source of the Freeman
grave in question. Dave said that
back in 1932, about the time The
News began publication, a whole
truckload of printing equipment
arrived from a former plant located in Effingham, Illinois for use on
the paper.
So, if I get a chance, I would
like to run up to Effingham for a
double purpose: my first job
"away from home" was as the advertising manager of the Effingham Daily Record, and I haven't
revisited the place for over 30
years!
Another caller advises me to
check a private Freeman family
cemetery down in Weakley County near Gardner.
A Big Printing Firm
While speaking of Weakley
I can now mention a giant new industry that is abuilding at Dresden that was
hush-hush-secret to us up until recently. I refer to the new plant of
the Hall Printing Company,a Chicago-based printing firm that is
the second largest printing firm in
the nation. Hall is building a huge
plant at Dresden and according to
the scuttlebutt will be printing
some well-known publications of
national circulation. I have no idea
when the plant will be finished, or
target date for opening, but applications for employment are now
being taken at an improvised office in Dresden, according to a
story in last week's WEAKLEY
COUNTY PRESS.

pounty, I guess

It will be interesting to note
that the R. H. Donnelly Corporation, THE nation's largest printing firm (also Chicago-based)
opened a major plant in Glasgow,
Kentucky in the last two or three
years for printing regional editions
of some of the national publications that the company has under
contract.
Could be, we will see more ot
this type of industry in the area:
we now have a tremendous paper
*ill up at Wickliffe turning out
hundreds of tons of blank paper
each week for somebody to do
something with. I doubt, in the
two shops here in Fulton, we
could consume as much paper in
a year as Wickliffe can turn out in
a day.
Another Building
Paid a return visit to the Lam_ .
Wilted Beam Company down in
Smith Fulton on Forrestdale Avenue, and, while they're not making any fancy laminated beams
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yet, they ARE making laminated
beams and expect to be putting up
a giant second building in the near
future Said when this building
goes up we would have a better
story to write about them.

NBC expects to save 45 minutes a week by eliminating all
Ain& of "clutter." Perhaps the
mcaement
lie catching.
The Governor's Race
And now I've saved a little
item to last: this week's Governor's race and a little personal
comment on the candidates, and
the outcome, and the future.
Both Bert Combs and Wendell Ford were, and are, personal
friends of mine.
Jo was active in Bert's first
and second campaigns, and while
Bert was Governor, both of us
were his guests many times in the
Governor's mansion in Frankfort
and thought a lot of him. Personally, I thought he was a fine governor. He was honest, he was
straightforward, he was sincere
and he was a man of his word. I
do not recall anything in his term
of Governor that has ever come
out to hurt his reputation. I wasn't
about to say anything bad about
him, either.
I hoped that the campaign, at
least in this area, would not get
nasty or bitter, because us Democrats needed to join forces for a
real victory in November. I could
honestly support either Combs or
Wendell Ford.
Wendell Ford also has been our
personal good friend for years. He
is a hustler, and he HAD to hustle
to get himself elected Lieutenant
Governor, which he barely won.
In so doing, he has become the
hew life of the Democratic party
in Kentucky. Obviously the voters
liked this new blood, new vigor,
new stamina. Wendell Ford has
fought his way to the Democratic
leadership in Kentucky: a hard,
clean, honest fight and a lot of
hustle. The voters chose him.
So there you have it. Now we
have only one candidate, but he's
a good one and it's time to get all
Democrats together and get him
elected Governer.
The Wayne Freeman Surprise!
George (Alex) Ford,a political
novice making his first race for
public office, apparently has unseated veteran camnaiener Wa:ane
W Freeman. Mayfield. in the race
for First District Railroad Commissioner.
The final unofficial tally,
shows Ford, 68-year-old Hickman
'handyman' received 24.465 votes
to 21.A13 for Freeman in the 42county district. g
Ford said he was notified today by Waudell (Drag) Yarbro
that he had been elected Ford also
said it was Yarbro's "idea" that he
run for railroad commissioner.
"He filed me." Ford said.
Ford said that Yarbro told
him his only duties as railroad
commissioner would be to ride the
train between Hickman and the
Carborundum plant "and see that
everything is all right."
Ford is 68 years old, a widower, and the father of two daughters. Mrs. John W. Johnson and
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Douthitt,
both of West Hickman and a son,
Billy Ford, also of West Hickman.

Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: The Appeal of Drugs to Titans

THEN LAUGH
Build for yourself a strong box,
Fashion each part with care;
When it's strong as your hand can make it,
Put all your troubles there;
Hide there all thought of your failures,
And each bitter cup that you quaff;
Lock all your heartaches within it,
Then sit on the lid and laugh.

Anti-Pollution Move
I see where NBC's "Peacock",
used to introduce every program
on the network, will fold its colorful plumage next fall and be seen
ony three times a day. "It's an
anti-clutter move," says NBC.
Hooray for NBC. I hope that
other networks, and ESPECIALLY some of our area radio stations,
will pick up the "unclutter" cue
and knock out some of the canned
razz-ma-tazz that they use every
day to cue-in and cut-out newscasts, station breaks and program
intros and fade-outs. Sometimes it
seems that in a 5-minute newscast
one listens to two minutes worth
of introduction, one minute of
news, and two minutes worth of
tail-gate.

Parents ....

Tell no one else its contents,
Never its secrets share;
When you've dropped in your care and worry
Keep them forever there;
Hide them from sight so completely
That the world will never dream half;
Fasten the strong box securely—
Then sit on the lid and laugh.
Bertha Adams Backus

Here are some of the reasons given by youthful drug users
for taking drugs, in a series of national surveys of young peo-

ple in the high school-college age groups:
1. It is a way of "hitting back" at parents — getting
even with them for the 1001 things parents ,do and
make their children do in the growing-up process.
2. Taking drugs is a means of feeling love — love in
general terms, not physical necessarily — drugs are
a way of returning to the basic fundamentals of life.
4. Some students said they felt drug experimentation
was in this modern day, a means and part of growing up.
5. Many said words to the effect that it was enjoyable
to see their parents get upset about something genuinely. In short, taking drugs seems a method of
telling the "old man" to go to hell with his hypocrisy.
6. There were those who gave the excuse that drugs
were a release from daily tensions and the heavy
demands of school work and offered relief from frustrations and the feeling of defeat!
Naturally, to combat the drug problem, we must know
facts about drugs, but perhaps even more important is knowing some of the basic reasons why youngsters are using drugs
In this beautiful land of opportunity we call America. The above
reasons are only a small fraction of the entire list, I am sure,
but will give us all food for thought within our own personal
family situations.
In trying to analyze drug misuse we must certainly bear in
mind that children today are raised in a chemical society. They
have come to know, from infancy, they can go to the doctor
and get a shot for this ailment and a pill for that; it follows
then that there is a good reason why children have built the
impression they can be doctored chemically for any physical
or emotional problem. And, let's not forget the influence of t.v.
Wouldn't a child easily come to feel that there is a chemical
cure for everything by watching t.v. commercials?
It has been reported that some of the best children, the
articulate child who brings home good grades and may often
be a student body officer . . . even these youngsters are high
on the list of drug abusers. So then, another mason for trying
drugs comes to the front: to be one of the group, to be accepted
as equal, to be recognized as an un-square.
Some experts in the field of drug abuse say that it is time
for the "generation gap" and all such nonsense to come to a
dead halt. In other words, now is probably the best time for
parents to take the reins once again and find out what is going on among lithe children. Let's begin to recognize the signs
of a situation developing into a serious problem BEFORE It
happens, instead of placing ourselves in the position of simply
saying, "I'm sorry" after it has happened.
There are many professional people, doctors, ministers,
family counselors, and your public services, that stand ready
to help you solve problems BEFORE they become catastrophic
in nature. Don't wait too long . . . that child you save may be
your own!
Next week there will be another article for your consideration. Thanks for being with me.

Ministry of Defense. Using
his influence, Howard
has
Richard evacuated to Lisbon
and brought home. But it is
only a question of time before Howard, at odds with
his
brother on ideological
BY LUCY DANIEL
grounds, is caught in an insidious web that leads to murder—
and a final confrontation with
Several
new books
have day, Mr. Stuart's novels, Richard. THE BLIND SIDE
Just been received from ANCO short
stories, poetry, and is as difficult to forget as it
Lease Library In Atlanta. Let's articles have long depicted is to put down. From
its hartake a brief look at some of his part of the country, the rowing scenes in Biafra to its
them.
Kentucky
hills, its
people, shattering denouement, it is a
PENMARRIC by Susan How- their traditions, their irdeg- steadily engrossing novel
that
etch. Set against the starkly rity. COME BACK TO THE bears the unmistakable stamp
beautiful landscape of Corn- FARM is a collection of stories of one of the few living maswall, with its rugged cliffs, and articles which.reflect Ap- ters of the suspense genre.
ominous moors, crumbling palachia at its essence, most
RUBY RED by William P.
castles and bottomless mines, often they are gentle in tone, Fox. The adventures of Ruby
PENMARRIC is the massive but the strength, the underly- Red on her way to
Nashville
and totally enthralling saga in g ruggedness, and the sense and what happens when she
of a family divided against of humor true to the region gets there make a funny, bawdy,
itself. At the center of the and its people are
always warm-hearted novel full of
novel, exerting a magnetic, evident. ''Maybelle's First- free -wheeling,
characters,
destructive power over eon- Born" illustrates the super- written in William P. Fox's
eration after generation ofthe stition often found among the inimitable style. It is also an
Castallack family, is the In- mountain people. Others remln- intimate look at a phenomenon
heritance — Penmarric,
the isce of former days and lost that is as uniquely American
great house looming over the youth, as in "Victory and the as the people who are
part of
Penmar lands, stone symbol Dream." All have a reverence it — people like Johnny Cash,
of the family's pride and for the land, its creeks, trees, Ernest Tubb, Marty Robbins,
power, and Senneo Garth, the fields, and
vital inhabitants. Minnie Pearl, and the late
fabulous tin mine, long closed,
ADVENTURE OF BEING A Hank Williams.
whose wealth once built the WIFE
ASTROLOGY IN THE MODby Mrs. Norman V.
This column is provided as a public service by Joe Johnson,
house. It is to Penmarric that Peale. This Is a
wise, often- ERN WORLD by Derek Parker.
Mark
Castallack, a proud, moving account of one
Derek
Parker is a well-known Fulton County Attorney.
eminentstrange and eansitive man,two- iy successful
marriage, that Brittrcommentator, author,
seal yet Wed.
64 to his otateM Dr. and Mrs. Norman yin- and
waist who has conprivacy; brlagg his bride, cent Peale. It will
be a thrill- ducted Isom 'personalinvesJanne. It Is In
Penmarric Lig reading experience to all tigation" of astrology. Not hosthat their children are born, those who take the
beleaguered tile but skeptical, the author
And it is to Penmarric that institution of
marriage with initiated an intensive inquiry
Mark brings his illegitimate seriousness and
Into astrology in its present
sincerity.
& MINOR, TOO
offspring,
after a terrible
THE BLIND SIDE by Fran- broad range of applications. He
Sy 101110011 5 NUMMI.
revelation destroys his mar- cis Clifford. Here
is Francis explored, too, the tenuous reriage and shatters his family. Clifford's
eagerly
awaited lationships that have long exIn the moors and hills that new
novel, a powerful and isted between astrologers and
surround Penmarric Mark's suspenseful story
about the scientists, clergymen, policechildren grow up, tom between clash
of two brothers
who men-and even among astroltheir allegiance to rival moth- respond
to the horrors of the ogers themselves. The reader
era, nursing childhood ante- modern
world in different will learn exactly how profesgonisms that the passing of ways. At a mission in stow- sionals are trained and how they
years transforms into bitter mg, wartorn Biafra,
THE
Father work. ASTROLOGY IN
hatred and rivalry. Not since Richard
Lawrence corn- MODERN WORLD promises
the publication of Daphne du mandeers an
objective inairplane to drop much factual,
Maurier's REBECCA has there food and
COZUMEL: This is our first
Cozumel is 20 miles long
medical supplies to formation about this controverbeen a novel of such compelling his parishioners.
The
air sial subject and guarantees to visit to Cozumel, once the main and eight miles wide, located
power.
drop is a success, but the change more than a few firm headquarters for such pirates as in the Caribbean off Quintana
COME BACK TO THE FARM priest —
Henry Morgan and Jean Lafitte Roo.
a former pilot who opinions in the matter.
by Jesse Stuart, Appalachia.
experienced divers enjoy specand now one of the more intrigusaw action during the Suez
Two other books from ANCO ing vacation
No one is able to define it crisis — is
isles, particularly for tacular rock and coral formations
seriously wounded. that will be of interest to our
and exotic fishes, and they exwith the same degree of kin- in London,
news of the priest's readers are: THE DRIFTERS those interested in palm-fringed
plore for sunken Spanish galship and sensitivity as Jesse widely
publicized flight reaches by James A, Michener and beaches, water almost unbelieveleons.
Others such as I are
Stuart. Among the finest re- his older brother,
Howard, a LIFEBOAT NUMBER TWO by ably clear and wonderful swimr into the depths
atonal writing in America to- naval officer attached to
ming. snorkleing and fishing. ,.4;ionni thetent to
the Margaret C. Banning.

FULTON'S

liatigsry Coa-man-

AMINE POINTS 'ft"

Cozumel noted for
Clear water, beaches

I FROM THE FILES:—
Turning

Back The Clock I

TWENTY YEARS AGO
MAY 25, 1951
Harvey M. Pewitt, farmer, business leader,
and prominent member of the Fulton County
Farm Bureau is today announcing his candidacy
for the office of representative from Fulton and
Hickman Counties.
One of the most memorable comrdencement
exercises of the Fulton High School was held
Thursday night at 8 o'clock in Carr Institute
Auditorium, when 35 seniors received their diplomas.
Climaxing his brilliant high schobl career,
where he has won many honors, Tdmmy Nall
gave a beautiful valedictory.
Charles Allen Williams, an alumnus of
South Fulton High School and now an attorney of
Paducah, was the commencement speaker at the
annual exercises held Thursday night at 8 o'clock
in First Baptist Church, Mr. Williams brought an
encouraging message to the graduates, entitled
"The Extra Mile."
A large crowd was present at the Fulton City
School annual exhibit Friday evening. The Home
Economics students presented a style show,
"Shopping," a skit written by Nancy Stovall.
The characters were portrayed by Betty
Thomas McGee, Martha Sue Holland, Sara Ann
Boyd, Nancy Stovall, Donna Pat Bragg, Vivian
Matlock, Gail Logan, Betty G. Buckingham,Donna Gail Gerling, Jane Austin, Roselyn Bennett,
Nancy Breeden, and Sylvia Ashby. The pianist
was Nancy Wilson.

surface, or to rest on
the white sand beach. Ah, the
sun
and
breeze
good!
Several Fultonians ate attending the Ken- Mexicans jetsare
from here from
tucky State Elks Convention this week in Hen- Mexico City several times a
derson. They are J. D. Simpson, Exalted Ruler; week. If you wish, you can
at Merida, the capital of
James Allen Willingham, Carl Hastings, Lawson stop
Yucatan, from where you can
Roper, M.D.Phillips, and Ira Bushart.
travel easily to the archelogical
sites at Chichen Itza, Uxmal
and Kabah.
There are Maya ruins on CoFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
zumel, too, at El Real at the
MAY 28, 1926
north end of the island and at
on the southern part.
Members of the South Fulton High School SanPerBenito
day rent for a boat and
graduating class are Erma Coleman, Reuel Flip- guide in Cozumel is about $40
po, Lola Chappell, Clara Crockett, Tad Ainley, a day. Fishing sloops are available, too, with the charge for a
Benjamin Davis, Eric Cunningham, Estes Cun- couple being
about $40, includningham, Billy Jones, Max Pickle, and Thelma ing tackle, bait, beer and soft
drinks.
Diving
equipment can
Valentine.
be rented through hotels in the
event you haven't any of your
own along.
Cozumel is being develop,
between
the
Hickman,
cave-in
levee
at
A
but it still is off the beaten track,
main business section and the Mengel box fac- and
there only are 3,000 local
tory, creates a serious threat to the lowlands of residents. Even more of a hideaway
is another island, Isla Muthe city should the river rise any higher.
jeres, six miles off the mainland
from Puerto Juarez. It can be
Work on scarifying city streets has progress- reached from Cozumel via a
one-day boat service, or via
ed nicely this past week;a good coating of asphalt ferry
__from _Puerto
to
oil and crushed rock, cemented together with the which you can go by Juarez,
road froits
steam roller, ought to provide the business dis- Merida.
C's
trict with good streets for some time to come, SAD
POME: She has stitches
stated councilman Paul DeMyer.
by the dozens, boy is she a
mess; she wouldn't wear a seat
Sunday is singing day at Hebron,come bring belt since it might have wrinkled
her dress! —Al Muller.
your dinner, call it a picnic, and everyone will
•••
have a good time.
FRANKLY SPEAKING:
Nostalgia isn't what is used to
Miss Ruth Fields presented a piano recital be ....Fist: Grip of wrath.
—Don I. Frankel.
at the Woman's Club this week, with the follow• ••
ing pupils taking part: Susye Fall, Carolyn
THE FUNNY PAPERS
Kim
Warren Thompson, Margaret White Warren, offThe first photograph bounced
a satellite was a picture of
Jane Clowe, Dorothy Allmond, Richard
Hill, President Dwight Eisenhower.
Sarah Callahan, Kathryn Clark, Sarah
exhibited in 1716 in Boston at
Alexander, Ruth Graham, Evelyn Fields, Louise King, the home of Capt. Arthur
Savage.—Bradford (P.). Era.
Euphie Glisson, Sarah Owen, Martha
Norman Another deputy of South 1.'ictLowe, Mattie Williams, Gladys Turner, Mary
El- nam's National Assembly has
been arrested for snuggling actilen Vantrees and Ruth Atwood.
vities.—Columbus(Ga.) Ledge,*
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Peggy Reams Miss Carmen Parks Weaks
Complimented
With Brunch Feted At Prenuptial Parties

users
peo-

The home of Mrs. Edward
Benedict was the site of a Saturday morning, May 22 brunch
in honor of Miss Peggy Reams,
bride-elect of Wayne Lohaus.
The house was decorated with
bouquets of daisies.
Cohostesses were Mrs. Billy
Jolley, Mrs. Charles Winsett,
and Mrs. Alan Benedict. They
presented Miss Reams with&
spice rack.
Miss Reams wore a green
linen dress with black patent
accessories.
Guests were Mrs. Charles
Reams, Mrs. Earl Lohaus,
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs. Don
Sensing, Mrs.Howard Henderson, Mrs. Horace Reams, Mrs.
Tommy Reams, Mrs. Bill
Wade, Mrs.
Virgil
Davis,
and
Miss Donna Sensing.
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South Fulton Coed
Is UTM Majorette

Miss Karen Taylor

Miss Karen Taylor To Wed
Mr. Bill Swilley In August
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.Taylor of South Fulton are today announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Karen
Leigh, to Mr. Bill Wayne Swilley, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Wilton E. Swilley of Jacksonville, Florida.
Miss Taylor, a 1968 graduate of South Fulton High School,
will be enrolled this fall at
Southern Missionary College,
Chattanooga, Tennessee. She
will be a senior in the fouryear B. S. nursing program.
Grandparents of the brideelect are Mrs. J. D King
and the late Mr. King. Mr.
Roy M. Taylor and the
late
Mrs. Taylor are the paternal
grandparents.
Mr. Swilley attended Forest
Lakawditearagein88'In 441Intendor
Florida and wee graduated in
May from Southern Missionary
College with a B. S. degree in

Ahda McCoy
Is Head Of
Nancy Taylor Band Parents
Given Grant
For UK Study

Nancy Taylor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Taylor,
Crutchfield,
has
received
word from the Kentucky Homemakers Federation that she is
the recipient of the Viola Hansen College Scholarship of
$300.00 to be used for study
of Home Economics at the
University of Kentucky this
fall.
Nancy graduated from Fulton County High School this
year, ranking fifth scholastically in her class. At FCHS,
she was a member ofthe cheerleader squad, FHA, Future
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Mrs. Ahda McCoy waselected Tuesday, May 18 as president of the Fulton Band Parents for the coming year. She
succeeds Joe Sanders, who
has been president for the past
two years.
Also elected were John Joy
Campbell, vice president; Mrs.
Doyce Clark, secretary; and
Mrs. James Campbell, treasurer.
Jack Sublette, Fulton High
band director, announced at
the meeting that he was resigning to enter
graduate
school. He thanked the Band
Parents for what he called
"the most rewarding two years
of my life."
Mrs. B. H. Giles, treasurer
of the Band Parents for the
past two years, was alsocited
for her work with the band.

Students Will
Train To Aid
In Hospitals
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Chemistry. He plans to attend
the
University of Colorado
where he will take graduate
study. Grandparents of the
groom-to-be are Mr. Richard
A. Schulze and the late Mrs.
Schulze. Mrs. E. H. Swilley
and the late Mr. Swilley are
the
paternal grandparents.
The wedding will take place
August 7, at the South Fulton
Baptist Church.

Teachers Club and the Annual
Staff. She has been active in
Fulton County 4-H Clubs for
eight years, carrying projects
in cidhing, knitting,
foods — winning county, area,
her
and state awards for
project work. Nancy is now
as Vice-President
serving
of the Fulton County Teen
4-H Club and as publicity
Purchase
chairman on the
Area 4-H Club Teen Council, representing FultroCoioty 4-H Clubs.
The Viola Hansen Scholarship was established through
donations made by members
of the Kentucky Homemakers
Association. A fund of $4,000.00 was started by the Kentucky Association in 1969 in
appreciation for Dr. Hansen's
leadership in the home economics program in Kentucky.
The income from this fund
annual
will be used for an
$300.00 scholarship to provide financial assistance to
deserving students in the University of Kentucky College
of Home Economics,

South Fulton High School will
offer in its 1971-72 curriculum
a course in Health Occupations
Education for nursing assistants, principal Virgil Yates
has announced.
The course will be open to
all senior boys and girls, and
will be taught by Mrs. A. W.
Green, a registered nurse and
a member of the faculty at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Classes will be held for three
hours every day. Students will
spend their first semester in
the classroom, but during the
second semester they will receive clinical training by assisting nurses in local hospitals.
Guidelines and course outlines have been prepared by
Tennessee state employes of
the Health Occupations Education Service.

"Painting Party"
Will Be Saturday
A "Minting party" Will be
held Saturday, May 29 at 1:00
p. m. at the grandstand in the
Kitty League Park.
Interested persons are asked
to bring their own brushes
and the paint will be furnished.
The grandstand will be painted in the banana colors, green
and yellow. Several activities
will be held at the grandstand
during the Banana Festival.

Dianne Harrison of South
Fulton has been chosen a member of the majorette corps for
the University of Tennessee
at
Martin Marching Pacer
Band.
Auditions were conducted at
UTM on May 15. Ten majorettes and two alternates were
chosen, as well as a
drum
major, drum majorette, and
feature twirler.

Two parties Tuesday, May
Carmen
honored Miss
18
Parks Weeks, bride-elect Of
Lt. Leland T. Moore.
The home of Mrs. Maxwell
McDade was the scene of a
brunch, for which the hostesses were Mrs. McDade,
Mrs. Herbie Hunt, and Mrs.
Max McDade.
Miss Weaks wore a long
multi-colored knit dress. Her
hostesses presented her with
a gift of a sampler.
Guests were Miss Weeks;
her mother, Mrs. Parks Weaks;
the bridegroom's mother, WS.
Blake Moore of Mobile, Alabama; his grandmother, Mrs.
Leland Thompson of Trimble,
Tennessee, Mrs. Will Parks
and Mrs. Hamilton Parks of
Trimble; Mrs. Claude Botts
of Union City; Miss Amy Bondurant and Miss Nancy Sanger
of
Hickman;
Mrs. Robert
Peterson, Mrs. Raymond Andrus,
Mrs. Louis
Weeks,
Mrs. M. W. Haws,
Mrs.
Ward Bushart, Mrs. Gilson
Latta, Mrs. Guy Hale, Mrs.
Gene Hatfield, Mrs. Bill Fossett.
In the afternoon, Mrs.Smith
Atkins and her daughters, Mrs.
Don Sensing and Mrs. Charles
Reams, were hostesses to Miss
Weaks at a luncheon in the
Atkins home.
Spring flowers were used
as decorations throughout the
house, Roses, daisies and lilies

of the valley were arranged sell, Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs.
on the bride's table.
Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Max
Miss Weeks wore a navy McDade, Mrs. Robert Whiteknit outfit with a corsage of sell, Mrs. Robert Peterson,
daisies. The hostess gift was Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. Smith
a set of placemats.
Atkins, Mrs. Hunter WhiteGuests were Miss Weaks, sell, Mrs. Ray Andrus, Mrs.
Mrs. Parks Weaks, Mrs. Louis Norman Terry, Mrs. J. L.
Weaks, Mrs. Edward Parks, Jones, and
Miss
Meredith
Mrs. Claude Botts,
Mrs. Miller, all of Fulton.
Spencer Millard, Mrs. WilOut of town guests were
liam Carpenter, Mrs. Vernon Miss Nancy Sanger and Miss
Verhine, Mrs. James Weaks, Amy Bondurant of Hickman,
Mrs. Leland Thompson, Mrs. Mrs. William Carpenter of
Will
Parks, Mrs. Hamilton Union City, Mrs. George EmerParks, Mrs. James S. Wilkes, son, Mrs. David Graham, and
Sr., Mrs. Edward King, Mrs. Miss Kate Graham of Clinton.
Robert C. Carlin, Mrs. P. T.
* * *
Houser, Mrs. Raymond H.
Mrs. Gilson Latta and her
Smith, Mrs. Charles Fields,
Mrs. Andrew Nelson, Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Robert PeterWard Bushart, Mrs. Clarence son, were cohostesses WedReed, and Mrs. Hunter White- nesday, May 26 to a morning
coffee for Miss Weaks at the
sell.
Latta home.
*
*
Miss Weeks was the honoree
Miss Weaks wore a multiat a luncheon Friday, May 21 at colored knit dress with
a
the home of Mrs. Ward Bushart. daisy corsage. The hostess
Co-hostesses were Mrs. M. W. gift was linen napkins and
Haws and Mrs. Rodney Miller. napkin rings.
Miss Weeks wore a red and
Coffee, cake, and ham and
white sleeveless dress and a biscuits were served to about
corsage of white glamelias. 40 guests. Mrs. Maxwell McThe hostess gift was a set of Dade and Mrs. Claude Botts
crystal coasters,
assisted in serving.
The bride's table was cenOut of town guests were
tered with an arrangement of Mrs. George Emerson, Mrs.
yellow gladioli and daisies, David
Graham, and
Miss
flanked by yellow candles in Kate Graham, all of Clincandleslicks.
ton;
Mrs. Raymond Smith
Guests were Mrs. Parks Jr., of Dresden, and
Mrs.
Weaks, Mrs. Hunter B. White- Claude Botts of Union City.

Miss Cannon
Will Attend
Girls State

CATHY OWENS

Hello World!
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hobart of Fulton became the
parents of a boy, born Saturday night, May 22 at HUiview
Hospital. He weighed seven
pounds, four ounces.

The bride-to-be is a 1971graduate of South Fulton High
School.
Mr. Barton is a 1968 graduate of
Miles High School.
The couple will exchange their
vows on June 5.

Hostess Princess Is New
Banana Festival Feature

Another delightful event honoring Miss Carmen Weeks, bride-elect of Leland Thompson Moore,
was held Wednesday morning when Mrs. Gilson Latta and Mrs. Bob Peterson entertained at a
coffee at the Latta horn, on Third Street. Shown above in a happy mood are, left to right: Mrs.
eshwson, Mn. Latta, Mrs. Parks Weeks, mother of the bride-elect end Miss Weeks,

Bridal Couple Entertained
At Buffet In Whitnel Home

school.
Alternate to Miss Cannon is
Cathy Owens, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Owens.
Volunteer Girls State will be
held May 30 through June 500 the
campus of Middle Tennessee
State University at Murfreesboro, sponsored by the
Tennessee Auxiliary of the
American Legion. Mrs. Waymon
Luten is Obion County chairman.
Miss Cannon
was
vice
president of her class, president
of the 4-H Club, president of the
Future Homemakers of AMerica
chapter and reporter for the
Student Council.
She was a member of the Pep
and Beta Clubs, vice president of
the Spanish Club, a Junior Honor
Student and attended the state
FHA Convention, the state
Club Congress and the Junior
Honors Visitation at the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville.
Miss Cannon, who attends the
First Baptist Church in Fulton, Is
sposesred by the Fulton Business
and Professional Women's- Club.
The alternate, Miss Owens,
was a county winner in the Farm
Bureau Essay Contest and is a
member of the Spanish Club, the
4-H
Club
and ' Future
Homemakers of America.
She attends the First United
Methodist Church in Fulton.

Beulah Williams Is Engaged
To James Stanley Barton
Mr. and Mrs. B. F Williams 61
South Fulton annouce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Beulah,to James Stanley Barton.
The bridegroom-elect is the son
of Mr. and Mrs:Bell Barton Jr. of
ithilan City.

Mary Jane Cannon,daughter of
Mr.and Mrs. Charles Cannon and
a junior at South Fulton Hi.
School, has been named 0
delegate to Tennessee Volunteti
Girls -State, reiltelmsting her

MARY JANE CANNON

Miss Beulah William'

Miss Peggy Reams and her
fiance, Wayne Lohaus, were
the guests of honor at an informal
supper
Wednesday
night, May 19, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Win Whitnel.
Co-hosts were Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Terry, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Davis.
Miss Reams wore a dress
with navy and white striped
bodice and navy skirt, and a
corsage of yellow roses. The
hostess gift was china in the
bride's chosen pattern.
The buffet supper was served from a table draped with
an embroidered linen cloth
and centered with a silver
epergne filled with white candles, peonies, lilies of the
valley, roses, and carnations.

Deadline Nearing
For Golf Tourney
June 1 is the deadline for
Fulton women golfers to enter
the Tri-State Tournament to
be held in Calvert City on
June 15. All women who plan
to participate should call Mrs.
James Green or sign up at the
country club. The entry fee is
$2.
'Entries for the state tournament, to be held June 21-25 at
the Owensboro Country Club,
must be
made by June 12.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure In
wishing the following friends'
"Happy Birdliday": Karen Aril°, Karen Gey Frields, May
27; Jerry it. Laird, May 28;
Joe Benoit, Evelyn Lee, Maurice C. Bondurant, May 29;
Mrs. W. W. Jetton, Mrs. W S.
Mantle, May 30; Mrs. J. E.
McNatt, May 31; Stephen B.
Gorman, Joan Bond, Mildred
McDa nlele, A. A. McGuire,
June 2.

Guests were the bridal couple's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Reams and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Lohaus, Dennis Lohaus, Mrs. Horace Reams,
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Reams, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Reams, Mr.and
Mrs. Howard Henderson, Mrs.
Don Sensing, Jerry Atkins, and
Charles Whitnel, all of Fulton.
Out of town guests were
Mrs. M. M. Boyd of Fort
Myers, Florida, and Dr.James
Gray of Waverly, Tennessee
and Lam Beach, California.

WSCS Hears
Psalm Study
The Water Valley Methodist
Women's Society of Christian
Service met Monday, May 10
with eleven members present.
Mrs. Roy Latta led the group
in singing "'More About Jesus"
to begin the devotional, and
read the Gospel of Matthew
carable of the talents.
Mrs. J. C. McAlister, program leader, used as her
theme "Worshipping through
the Psalms."
Roll call was answered with
the members reporting a total
of 129 sunshine cards and
visits.

The ninth annual Interna- which the Princess and her
tional Banana Festival, to be maids will be selected. Judgheld August 12, 13, and 14, will Mg will be on the basis of
have a new feature — a Hostess beauty, poise, grace and perPrincess from one of the twin- sonality.
city high schools.
Entry forms may be pickThe 1911..HosteSs •Priaces's Id up.at festival headqUarters
and her court will Me ehoseelin the Chamber of Cominahce
.Sarturclinf; Nine 5, in a pag- bidding between 9 a. m. an
eimt at the Kitty League park. 4 p. m., or from members
high school festival
The pageant will begin at 8p. m. of the
According to the Banana Fes- board- Leigh Jeffrey, Martival Board, the Hostess Prin- vin Green, Jane Green, and
cess will be a representative Nancy McCoy. The deadline
of the twin cities not only dur- for submitting entries is June 2.
ing the festival, but throughout the year of her reign. The
pageant will also give local
girls the opportunity of participating in a beauty pageant.
Miss Linda Arrington, coordinator of the 1970 Banana
An all-day servIce will be
Princes," pageant, is chairman
of the Hostess Princess pag- held at Liberty Baptist Church
on
Sunday, May 30, with singeant. Miss Cheryl Underwood
is co-chairman, and Mrs.T. E. ing in the afternoon led by the
Ambassadors. Singing will beWilson is advisor.
To be eligible for Hostess gin at 1:30 p. m. Everyone is
invited
to attend.
Princess, a contestant must
be enrolled in Fulton High or
WEEK'S LEAVE
South Fulton High, grades 9
Lt. Cmdr. Don Wright, who
through 12. Girls will be eligiis serving aboard the USS Enble who were graduated in
spring 1971 or will enter ninth terprise, is visiting his family in
grade in fall 1971. Contestants Fulton this week.
must never have been married.
The Hostess Princess must
VISIT PLEASANT MILL
be at least 16 years old, alMr. and Mrs. Hendon Wright
though the three maids may be
have returned from Pleasant
younger. The Princess and her
court will not be eligible for Hill (Shakertown), where she
the Banana Princess pageant attended a meeting of the Ken,
during their
year's reign. tacky Brunch of the Huguenot
Competition will be conduct- Society of the Founders of
ed in evening gowns and play Manakin In the colony of Virclothes (no swim suits
or ginia. The Wrights were acslacks). The out-of-town judges companied by Mr. and Mrs.
will choose ten finalists, from W. D. Branham of Union City.

All-Day Service Set
By Liberty Baptist

741,141 2ancleia.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: Several
weeks ago you printed a letter about a woman who had a
habit that annoyed many hostesses. Mrs. Clodsville considered herself an authority
on fine silver and china. Whenever she attended a tea, a lunch
or a dinner, she examined
everything as if she were appraising it for sale.
This reminded me of a priceless story which is true. My
mother tells it about her late
sister-in-law. It was not uncommon for Aunt Elizabeth,
while
visiting for the first
time in the home of a new acquaintance, to take a magnifying glass from her purse
and hunt for a hallmark on a
piece of silver. Needless to
sly, the hostesses were appalled by her bad manners.
One day my mother and a
friend decided to teach Aunt
Elizabeth a lesson. They took
her to a tea in the home of a
Radcliffe classmate who had
moved from Boston to Virginia. They told Auntie about
the woman's lovely heirloom
possessions. They also tipped off the hoestess.

When tea time came, my
mother saw to it that my aunt
"The Appraiser," was the
first one at the tea table. As
everyone expected, she furtively turned the plate over
to see the marking. In large
block letters she read the message which had been pasted on:
"WE KNEW YOU'D LOOK."
Aunt Elizabeth was so mortified she never Rooked again
after that — Weston, Mass.
Dear Wes: A painful cure,
but she had it coming. Thanks
for a delightful story.
— — —
Dear Ann Landers: May I
have the last word on snoring? For years my husband
snored intermittently — when
he had a cold, too much to
drink or was extremely tired.
It happened eight or ten times
a year. I'd toss and turn,
give him a kick in the leg or
an elbow in the side. Then
I'd drag my pillow and blanket
to the living room and spend
the night on the couch. The
next
morning I complained
bitterly.
Now I snore. In fact I snore
so badly at times that I wake

myself up. My husband has
never said one word about it.
I know he must hear me. He
Isn't deaf. His patience and
understanding has made me
truly ashamed.
Now his snoring no longer
bothers me. It's all a matter
of adjusting one's thinking —
and Since I've become a snorer,
my thinking has adjusted considerably. — Joined The Ranks
Dear Joined: Who would have
imagined that snoring could
bedfellows?
Make closer
Thanks for writing.
— — —
Dear Ann Landers: When I
married
my husband seven
years ago he was converted to
my religion. By his own admission It was no great sacrifice since he had no feeling
about religion one way or another.

husband said he was an atheist-, that religion was a crutch for
weaklings. I was embarrassed
to death but there was no stop-.
ping him. We did NOT get a
baby.
We are being interviewed
next month by another agency.
I'm
afraid
if my husband
continues to talk alma these•
lines we will lose out aseatit:s.
Any suggestions? — Empty.
Nursery.
Dear E. N. Not all adoption
agencies are church afflliated..-2
Your best bet is to try mast
those.
Too many couples go from.:
matrimony to acrimony. Densi-il
let your marriage flop betties.'s
It gets started. Send for Am.;
Landers' booklet,"Marrisger
What To Expect." Send PALrequest to Ann Landers. kg..ti
care of your newspaper
closing 50 131 coin and loot
stamped, self-addressed en',
velope.

I have been trying to get
pregnant for five years. Six
months ago my husband and I
decided to adopt. We were interviewed by two agencies connected with our church. When
(C) 1911,
the social worker asked about
our religious convictions my Syndicate

Publishers-that-;Sun

••
•
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Chestnut Glade Club Hears
Ways To Prevent Pollution

RETIREMENT PARTY—Mrs. Mildred Anderson, who retired this year after 22 years as a South Fulton junior high teacher,
was honored at. party Thursday, May 20.? the Holiday Inn by her fellow teachers. Standing behind the head table are (from
left) Harold Henderson, chairman of the Board of Education; elementary principal K. M. Winston, and high-school principal
Virgil Yates.

Mrs. Mildred Anderson
Is Given Farewell Party
Mrs. Mildred Anderson, who box that contained an oldretired this year after 22 years fashioned Brownie box camera.
in the South Fulton school sys- Inside it, on the spindles that
tem, was the guest of honor at usually hold film, were rolls
a farewell party Thursday, of money.
Mrs. Anderson taught science
May
20 at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Fred Jolley and Mrs. and social studies at South
Bud Gray were hostesses for Fulton. Prior to returning
the party, which was attend- to her home in this area, she
ed
by elementary and high received her bachelor's deschool teachers with whom gree from Kansas State UniMrs. Anderson has been as- versity in 1929 and taught in
sociated at South Fulton. Also Kansas for ten years.
Mrs. Anderson and her son, "SURPRISE!" Mrs. Desaie Coltharp (loft), • South Fulton
attending were Harold Henderson, chairman of the South Wayne, a doctoral candidate in
teacher, presented Mrs. Anderson with a gift—a camera cotFulton Board of Education, history at the University of
elementary principal K. M. Kentucky, left Wednesday, May toning money instead of film. K. M. Winston is at Mrs. AnderWinston and high school prin- 26 for Montreal. They will sail son's left.
cipal Virgil Yates, and Mrs. to England on the Empress of
Anderson's sister, Mrs. Bob Canada, and will travel throughout England while Wayne AnBinford.
The teachers presented Mrs. derson does research for his
Anderson with a gift-wrapped dissertation cm British history.

Mrs. McKendree's Students
Will Present Piano Recital

Final South Fulton High
Honor Roll Is Announced
Principal Virgil Yates has
announced the honor roll for
the last six-week grading
period at South Fulton High
School.
A total of 95 students made
a 3.0 or better. Of these, 29
attained a perfect 4.0 standing.
The students are.
Twelfth grade: (4.0) Nancy
Bagwell, Denise Coleman, Deborah Hodges, Jackie Horne,
David Puckett;
(3.0) Julie McKendree, Ricky
Brown, Rodney Cummings,
Dessie Gattis, Tommy Greer,
Mike Halley, Diane Horton,
Stan Hurt, Gary Jetton, Kay
King, Denise Large, Mike
McKinney,
Edie
Maynard,
Jerry Oliver, James Phillips, Judy Powell, Kathy Proctor, Bob Ross, Stephen Walker,
Dale Walker, Penny Winston.
Eleventh grade (4.0): Cathy
Owens, David Newton, Dale
Townsend, Paula Hutchins,
Kaylene Mosley, Paul Johnson, Mike Milner, Shirley
Warren, Dale Yates, Jane
Green;
(3.0) Bobby Collier, Jane
Fuller, Gilds Ingram, Jenny
Voss, Patty -Parrish, Bessie
Pirtle, Cindy Roberts, Jeff
Smith, Kay Stunson, James
Barber, Mary Cannon, Mike
Easterwood, Martha Moore,
Linda
Pickering,
Deborah
Cruce, Willie Gardner, Larry
Jamison, Lionel McCollum.
Tenth grade (4.0): James
Mathias, Robert Burrow, Debra Dedmon, Bill Gray, Jeff
Hamner,
Marilyn
Lawson,
Carol Nabors, Dan Cunningham, Cathy McKinney, Philip
(3.0) Donnie Crews, John
Carwile, Ginger Fields, Debbie Gregory, Rannah Wheeler,
Mike Brown, Joe Gardner, Gary
Johns, Debra Nightingale, Glynn
Green,' Joyce King, Tommy
Wright.
Ninth grade (4.0): Robin Mil-

ner, Donald Lewis and Patricia Cotmsell;
(3.0) Steve Waldrop, Wayne
Campbell, Mark Robey, Myra
Atkins, Vickie Ferguson, Priscilla Joheson, Richard Parham, Glfen Browder, Vickie
Cruce, Sheree Eastep, Richard
Green, William Green,Tereasa
Holman, Katie Malray,Sharye
Wilson.
Owens, and Donnie

McKendree's
Mrs. J. U.
piano students will present
a recital Saturday night, May
29, at '7:30 p. m. in the Woman's Club.
Those taking part in the recital are:
Vicki Zickefoose, Jimmie
Fischel, Stephen Henry, Natalie Bennett, Janet Reams,
Randy McGehee, LanaJo Moss,
Rhonda Jones, Amber Adams,
Cathy Mosley, Michelle Homra,
Gary Clark,
Nancy
Puckett,
Deborah
Bivens, Deborah Witherspoon,
Lisa Howell, Gregg Sams,

Cindy Killebrew, Iva Grissom, Gigi Greer, Teresa
Glidewell,
Lori Bryan, Lori Stow,
Marda Phelps, Jay Howell,
Angela Bland, Sharon Henry,
Renee Yates, Pamela Henderson, Camille Carroll, Ruth
Haddad,
Jennifer
Carroll,
Karen Wheeler, Lynn Wade,
Vicki Cruce, Jackie Hemphill,
Ann Workman, Kathy Byassee,
Vicki Bard.
Ushers will be Marjorie
Holder, Elwanda Lawson, and
Kerry St. John.

The Pollution ofthe Earth,"
was the subject Of the lesson
that was given by Mrs. Paul
Reams
when the Chestnut
Glade Club met for the regular
May meeting. She had received
the lesson when she attended
the countywide meeting for the
garden leaders at Dresden.
That lesson was given
by
Guy Robbins from UTM. He
urged the planting of trees,
particularly around the homes
to combat fumes in the air and
for temperature control so
that the amount of artificial
control could be reduced. He
advised that grass on
the
lawns be let grow to a height
of two or three inches.
The devotional was given
by Mrs. Jeter Wheat.
A report was given by Mrs.
the
Jim Burke concerning
seminar that she attended at
Milan. She reported that the
Commissioner of Agriculture
gave a most interesting address and that the different
counties had interesting exhibits. The Central Club represented Weakley County with an
exhibit using the theme oSew
and Save."
Mrs. Danny Wheat gave a
timely lesson on the purchasing and preparing of meat and

Fulton High
Classes Elect
New Officers
Fulton High School class
officers have been elected
for the 1971-72 school year.
They are as follows.
Seniors: Greg Scates, president; Anita Cash, vice president; Linda Stokes, secretarytreasurer; James Myers, business manager; Alice Caldwell
and Bob Engel, public relations. Senior sponsors
are
Miss
Diane Stow and
Bill
Robertson.
Juniors: Pat Gossum, president; Egbert Tharp, vice president; Gigl Brock, secretarytreasurer; Debbie Butts, business manager; Denise Homra
and
Robin Whitesell, public
relations.
Sophomores! Jeff
Scales,
president;
Steve Bransford,
vice
president; Jan Pulley,
secretary-treasurer; Pam Sisson, business manager; Judy
Johnson and Tommy Sanders,
public relations.
Freshmen: Steve Jobe, president; Keith McIntosh, vice
president; Pat Robertson, secretary - treasurer; Teresa
Weaks,
business
manager;
Lillian Whitesell and Walter
Hatfield,
public
relations.

A BIG

HANKS
for your support
for

Barry Roper
Will Receive
MD Degree
Barry Edward Roper, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. L0111110
Roper, will receive his
Doctor of Medicine degree
Sunday, June 6, at the University of Louisville.
Dr. Roper will intern for
one year at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, beginning
July 1.
A 1963 honor graduate of
Fulton High School, Dr. Roper
'Won a B. S. degree in chemistry and biology from Murray
State University in 1967. At
U of L he was a member of
Phi CM professional fraternity and editor of Tractions,
the medical school quarterly.
Me is married to the former
-Carole Pion of Fulton.
When he completes his Internship, Dr. Roper will serve
as a first lieutenant in the
Ti.S. Air Force.

FORD
FOR GOVERNOR

meat products.
Mrs. Jim Burke gave a lesson and demonstration on the
preparation of pressed flowers
and advised that when the first
blossoms appear is the time to
start pressing the flowers for
assembling later. She said the
blossoms suitable for pressing might be found in many
places.
A work day was planned
for June 8 for craft work at
which time wool flowers and
macrame work will be done.
Visitors are invited.
The recreation was directed by Mrs. James Pogue with
Mrs. Danny Wheat the winner.
The door prize number was
chosen by Mrs. Jim Burke.
A party plate and
punch
was served to twelve members,
one visitor and six
children. Mrs. Wilbern Jackson was welcomed as a new
member.
The neat meeting will be
in the home of Mrs. Laverne
Owensby. Visitors are cordially invited.

State Elks
Elect Green
As Trustee
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Terry Reed, Susan Henson
To Lead Marching Bulldogs

mon
Corn

Terry Reed and Susan Henson
have been named field commanders of the 1971-72 Fulton
High School Marching Band by
band director Jack Sublette.
Elaine May, Debbie Campbell, Susan Holt, and Teresa
Weeks were also named majorettes. Tryouts were held Friday, May 14.
This coming year will be the
first time Fulton High's Marching Bulldogs will have had two
field commanders. Reed, the
son of Mrs. Ora Reed, was
captain of the band in his junior
year, and a band officer in his
sophomore year. He was the

1970-71 Drum Major, and in
competition he was third at the
of Mississippi,
University
fourth at the Mayfield Festival,
"excellent"
at Jackrated
and
son.
Miss Henson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Henson, has
been a member of the marching
band for three years. She was
a majorette as a freshman and
sophomore, and first maid to
the band queen as a freshman.
The new field commanders
will attend a drum major camp
this summer at the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville.

MIAMI BEACH ir
New Color T.V. & Phones
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CREDIT CARDS HONORED.
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Arnericard
Charges
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Whispering.I'll/ms
Resort Motel
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GHEE MOSTFROM

ELECTRICITY

irs GOTTHE
MOST TO GIVE
Fresh, clean electricity enriches the quality of living at
home, at work, or at play.
From homes to factories, it creates a pleasant, clean
atmosphere for work. It powers industrial equipment,freeing man from backbreaking labor. It runs life-saving equipment in hospitals. It eases work on the farm. It makes
streets and highways safer to travel.
Everywhere you go, electricity is there — an important
part of your life. Get the most from it wherever you use it —
it's got the most to give.

ELECTRICITY
DOES IT BEST!

Fulion Electric System
"Owned by the PooPlo of Fulton"
MAIN STREET
Paid for by Fulton County Fighters for Ford; Dan Taylor, Chairman
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WI-HOUR SWITCHSOARD SERVICE

• Conveniently Located—
Just minutes to all day or
night activities--Directly on
the ocean.
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Charts
D. 1. Clark-Owner-Manager
Phone-305-947-2613
18901 COLLINS AVENUE MIAMI BEACH, FLA
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at a price you can enjoy!
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Sell parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboard
Free golf next block
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Pete Green, Exalted Ruler
of the Fulton Elks for the
past three years, has been
elected a trustee of the Kentucky Elks. Election and installation of new officers took
place at the 63rd annual state
Elks convention last week-end
in Paducah.
Other new officers were
W. T, Naive, Paducah, president; Eddie Myers, Newport, first
vice
president;
James
Franklin, Louisville,
second vice president; Charles
Barber, Ashland, third vice
president; Garland Guilfoyle,
Newport, secretary-treasurer;
and Robert Geuss, Paducah,
and Joe Biancke, Cynthiana,
trustees.
Attending from Fulton were
Mr. and Mrs. Green, Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Harper, Mr. and
Mrs. Chuck Schrader, Carl
Hastings, Jim Bigg, John Joe
Campbell, and Ray Campbell.
The Elks presented five
scholarships, ranging from
$1,000 to $600, to outstanding high school seniors in
Kentucky.
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NOTEBOOK(Continued from Page One)
monument to his vision and a credit to the
Commonwealth.
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Nixon Message Congratulates
Twin City Graduating Classes

Nobody, not even Wendell Ford, will
deny that he was a formidable opponent.

The 1971 graduating classes
of Fulton City High School and
South Fulton High School have
received letters of congratulations from President Nixon.
The text of the letters is as
follows:

But Bert Combs lost the election to his
one-lime chief assistant and the analysis of
that defeat is an interesting commentary on
the mood of the electorate and the fast moving-changes in the political process.
It is true that the charge of more taxes
under another Combs administration might
have accounted largely for his defeat.
But really the tax issue was one of many
ingredients that compounded the defeat of
Bert Combs.
Ford ... A "People-Meeter"

E

In our observations we must consider,
first and foremost, Mr. Combs' opponent.
Wendell Ford's image came across strong as
the kind of a guy he really is—sincere, hardworking, considerate, honest, and an indefatigable "people-meeter." He shook every
hand in sight; he took his smile and his handshake to the factories, the super-markets, the
cafeterias, and into the crowds that gathered,
large and small, around him. He will do it
again for the November election.
If ever we saw a people's candidate it is
Wendell Ford. And it was people, little people, working people, happy people and depressed people who elected Wendell Ford on
Tuesday. As one man said Wednesday:
"Combs had the chiefs, Ford had the warriors."
Oddly enough, it was this portion of the
voters that elected Bert Combs in 1959.
Changing Image

Twelve years later—in 1971—the imago-.
of Bert Combs came across as not that of the
people's candidate and the "little judge," but
that of a man of distinction, (which he is),
that of an ex-judge and an ex-governor who,
though having had his place in the sun,
wanted back "in" the realm of power. It wa,
on unfair image, but it was there just the
same.

3160

1

In addition, there were so many, many,
many eager, ambitious, climbing young politicans on the Combs team that the little precinct (and aging, we might add) politician
could see no way to penetrate that over-zealous palace guard that would surround
Combs, if he were elected.
At the same time the Combs camp was
saturated with too many of those wheelerdealers who, for too long, have been in positions of power and who,for too long have insulted and ignored, the vast hordes of grass
roots supporters who must, at some time or
another, ask a favor of the Governor's office.
For every "big-wheel" politician that

PAIN

SALE

HIGH RISE: Piers (above) have been completed on the gigantic 4-lane highway bridge spanning the Illinois Central tracks and
Harris Fork Creek south of South Fulton. The highway at this point will be 43 feet above ground level. Bridge will cross IC
tr:ickt. at northernmost tip of the new giant classification yard that is proposed for this area at a coat upwards of $20,000,000.

Bert Combs had in his campaign structure,
there were a hundred "little wheels" in the
hinterlands who copped out of supporting
the former governor, because they felt the
big wheel was going to spin around again if
Combs got into office, to the detriment of the
"obscure" supporters. It happened before!
Combs was defeated by the "little people," who revolted against the powerful and
arrogant politicians. Little people have big
memories.
Too Much Exposure

In another light we think that Combs'
candidacy was over-exposed on radio, TV
and newspapers. This is surely what happened to John Jay Hooker in Tennessee. Although the Combs announcements were
superbly and professionally presented, people just know that these things cost a lot of
money, hence the impression that Combs,
through his supporters, was trying to buy
the election. An unfortunate impression, but
there none-the-less.
The Teacher Support

In closing the book on Tuesday's Democratic primary we cannot fail to comment on
the fact that once again, the leadership of
the Kentucky Education Association and the
National Education Association demonstrated its absolute lack of expertise in the political arena.
The new tax proposals of the 10EA and
the NEA are almost ruthless in their content. Yet the rank and file school teacher,
on the local level, in loyalty to their associations, suffered the consequences of the actions of
i” ill-advised leaders. And so did
Bert Cor,i
Something ought to happen soon in
KEA.
No Exit, Please

We sincerely hope that Mr. Combs will
not remove himself from the political scene
as he indicated in conceding the election to
Wendell Ford.
Bert Combs will always be a brilliant
and vauable asset to the Democratic party
and to Kentucky.
Railcar Ferryboat
To Ply Highest Lake

FC.SUGGESTED PRICE

$8.49

LIMA, Peru — Bolivia and
Peru will soon be linked across
Lake Titicaca — at 12,300 feet
die model's highest navigable
body of water—by a new railcar ferryboat designed to carry
mineral concentrates and genOral merchusilisk

America can be intensely
proud of the young men and
women who complete their secondary education and begin their
adult life. We have every reason
to be encouraged as we look
to you-- to your energies, your
hopes and your ambitions. We
have every right to be confident as we consider your high
sense of purpose and refreshing desire to serve.
There is little doubt that
today's seniors want to be involved And today's America
nealg7our full involvement.
Whatever career, whatever interests, whatever course you
pursue in your lives: you will
find in our nation the unlimited
opportunity to contribute to the
process and well-being of your
fellow citizens. Our success in
meeting your positive response
to this opportunity that is before
you.
I believe that America's pride
and confidence in you are soundly placed. I believe that you will
look within yourselves to ask

how best you can direct your
special talents to help lll the
who,
urgent needs of those
through no fault of their own,
have not enjoyed a rightful share
in the general prosperity of
America.
I see a nation that is not
divided by age groups, but one
that is united in a common purpose: and it is a purpose in
which you have a vital part.
My congratulations to you on
the scholarship that has earned
you this diploma, and my sincere good wishes as you go forte
to do your best in your chosen
field, helping to build better
communities and a stronger
America.
Richard Nixon

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1$40
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
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HOSPITAL NEWS

WEATHER REPORT

The following were patients
(From current readings and
in Fulton's hospitals Wednes- records of Jim Hale, South
day, May 26.
Flaton.)
FIILLVIEW
Preelp.
Dais High Low
MAY 1971
Martin Pierceall, Mayfield;
0
59
79
Kelly B. Rose, Water Valley, 1
52
A rain
65
Ludora
Dublin, Pilot Oak, 2
0
39
68
Bonnie Wheeler, W. M. Stow, 3
0
71
36
Dresden; Marian Harris, Duke- 4
.1
58
73
dom; Mary Russell, Sedalia; 5
.2
65
76
C. T.
Jackson,
Hickman; 6
.5
62
Dorothy Douglas, Larry Mc- 7
80
0
Kinney, Donnie Tucker, Tony
55
71
8
Tucker, South Fulton, Maggie 9
0
47
82
Hicks, Lexie Barnes, Bessie 10
.4
60
81
Brown, Christine Campbell, 11
.1
61
71
Odle Tharpe, Melissa Jeff- 12
2.8
64
45
ress, Cecil Wilkins, Bonnie La
.1
67
44
Jeffress, Fulton.
0
14
80
40
49
0
83
15
FULTON
0
16
88
51
85
57
0
Kenneth Howell,
Chicago; 11
84
63
Ada Rhodes, Martin; A. G. 18
0
Hart, Sedalia; Buford Walker, 19
82
60
0
Elizabeth Mitchell,
Clinton; 20
86
59
0
Davis, Doris Cason, 21
Kincie
76
52
0
Hickman; Pete Murphy, Bren- 22
79
55
trace
da
Potts, Maude Vincent, 23
82
57
trace
Dukedom; Ally May Duke, Effie 24
75
62
7
Williams, Ruben Yates, Water 25
80
51
0
Valley;
Jim Owens, Evangeline Walker, Geneva Green, Ethel
Barnes, Eva M. Clark, Leona
Farris, Estelle Heflin, Jackie
Hicks, Carmen Moss, South
Fultco; Judy Matheny, Anthony
Brown, Ina Hicks, Mary Henson, G. B. Butterworth, Mrs. See us for - - 011ie Chambers, Virginia
Colley, Charles Cook, Patti Your Insurance Needs
Mow, Lena Cash, Annie
Murrell, Maggie Pickering,
Clarence Roberts, Alice Sills,
Myrtle Temple, Maureen
Fulton 472-1341
Thomas, and Thelma Whitlock, Fulton.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
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SBA Rep Plans
Visit To Paducah
the
representative of
A
Small Business Administration will be at that Agency's
part-time office in the City
Hall on the First Floor, Paducah, on June 3, as anR. B. Blankennounced by
ship, SBA District Director.
The office, operated on a semimonthly basis every first and
third Thursday, will be open
from 9.00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
In addition to an SBA loan
representative, there will be
a SCORE (Service Corps of
Retired Executives) Counselor
available to talk with small
business inquirers. SCORE
representatives in the Paducah
area are Robert E. Sachs
and Ross L. Cochran.

UNICORN
Europeans
long
mistook
narwhal
tusks for unicorn
horns. When explorer Martin
Frobisher found a dead tusked
whale in the Arctic in 157'1
he wrote that spiders placed
in its hollow horn died. Since
unicorns were thought to de'atroy poison, he concluded it
was the .sea unicorn."
Between Martin & Union City

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

MOM picalafford

ghin Ovid Tropical Suits
Breeze cool, lightweight Palm Beach'
tropical suits are the perfect answer
to those summer doldrums. And there's
no need to sacrifice fashion for
practicality, either. Precision tailored
for comfort in a choice of solids, seer- ;
suckers and cords in the newest shaped
models. Palm Beach brings you crisp ".
good looks at a price you can afford. "
So try on a Palm Beach tropical suit—
you may end up with more than one. -

FRI. - SAT. - MAY 2$ - 29

SALES
RICE

$65

DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

GALLO

Percy (R)
— AND —

....SEVEN BIG DAYS-FRI.0 EAR.28.Thru riwzL JUNES

Pretty Maids All
In A Row (R)

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-Coat Covers any color
-Whitest Outside Paint you can bu
-Formulated to "Breathe"
-Dries in minutes
-Clean up with soap &water
IIATWASTION INIAIANTIE0 OR AWRY

USE

S. P. MOORE & COMPANY
ems Fullie. %ea

10 tillavadwae

HE BATTLED
AN ENIPIRS
OF BARBED WIRE
AND BULLETS

SUN. - MON. -MAY 30 - 31
DOUBLB FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Easy Rider (R)
— AND —
Lock Up Your
Daughters (R)
STARTS TUES, - THURS.

6?4711e4gS0n4

JUNE 1 - 2 - 3
Anne Of The

Sinde 1863

Thousand Days (R)
— AND —
A Lovely Way To Die

lug ra s..ee lease liesemeell

•GOOD SPRINGS

DEATHS

Mrs. 14111man Westbrook

11110111111.1011111MISP
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Clarence Utley

Mrs. Lee Earle

Funeral services were held
Sunday, May 23 for Clarence
Edward Utley, 49, who died
the previous Sunday when he
was struck by a freight train
in Cleveland, Ohio.
Services were held at Antioch Baptist Church, with the
Rev. S. A. Bell officiating,
assisted by the Rev. John Thomas. Burial was in Fairview
Cemetery. Vanderford Funeral
Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Utley had lived in Fulton
for 35 years. He attended the
Milton School and was formerly employed by H-I-S.
Born in Fulton December 4,
1921, he was the son of Mrs.
Inez Trimble Utley Patton and
the late Robert Utley.
He is survived by his mother, his wife, Mrs. Fannie Utley of Buffalo, New York;four
children; Gail, Clarence Jr.,
iridine, and DeborW An, all
of Buffalo; a brother, Henry
Thomas Utley of Buffalo; three
aunts. Mrs, Hazel Waters and
Mrs. Maurine Bransford of
Fulton, and Mrs. Nola Briggsof
Detroit; and several nieces
and nephews.

Hester E. Arant
Hester Eddie Arant, 78year-old Obion County farmer,
died
Friday, May 21 at the
Fulton Hospital. He had been
ill for some time.
Born in Graves County on
February 18, 1892, he was the
son of the late Loyd and Meada
Russell Arant. He lived on
Martin Route 3.
Survivors include his wife,
the former Maggie Farmer;
son, J. C. Arant of Martin
Route
3; a daughter, Mrs.
Reggie Buck of New Bern,
North Carolina, seven grandchildren, and six great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are a brother, G. G. Arant of Rector,
Arkansas; and three sisters:
Mrs. Ethel Murphy of Union
City and Mrs. Daisy Boulay
and Mrs. Rosie Jackson, both
of Detroit.
Services were held Sunday,
May 23 at Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel, with the Rev. James
Holt and Rev. J. R. Hamlin
officiating.
Burial was
in
Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were D. R. Mason, Buck Wilhaucks, Charles
Allen, Jerry Pope, Harold
Rowland, and Bobby Parham.

Job C. Smith
John C. Smith, a former
deputy sheriff and constable
in °Mon County, died Wednesday, May 19 at Fulton Hospital following a long illness.
He was 86.
Born January 8, 1885, in
Morganfield, he was the son of
the late James W. Smith and
Ann Eliza Callender Smith. He
was a farmer in Obion County
as well as a law enforcement
officer. He attended the South
Fulton
United
Methodist
Church.
Survivors include his wife,
the former Annie Renfro, to
whom he was married 56 years,
two brothers, Riley Smith of
Fulton and Walter Smith of Lansing, Michigan; a sister, Mrs.
Ethel Campbell of Nashville,
and a number of nieces and
nephews.
Services were held Friday,
May 21 at South Fulton United
Methodist Church, with the
Rev. Bill Smalling officiating.
Interment was in °Won County
Memorial Gardens.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Marilyn Earle, the
wife of Lee Earle of Fulton
Route 4, died Sunday, May
23 at the
Fulton Hospital
extended
after an
illness.
She was 59.
She was
Fulton
born in
December 24, 1911,
County
daughter
the
of the late Lewis
Newton and Pearl Crutchfield
Newton. She was a member of
the
Baptist Church.
First
Survivors include her husband, a son, Guy Earle of
Las Vegas, a daughter, Mrs.
Peggy Sims of Fulton, four
grandchildren, and one greatgrandchild.
Private graveside services
were held Wednesday, May 26
at Palestine Cemetery, with
interment
there. The Rev.
Gerald Stow officiated.

Mrs.
Hillman Westbrook
A
good crowd was in attendance at all the services of
Homecoming Day at
Good
Springs last Sunday. A delightful
was that
surprise
Rev. L. E. McCoy was present and brought the message
of the morning. Bro. McCoy
is now retired, but still busy,
living at McKenzie. He was
pastor at Good Springs in
1914 and didn't find many of
his former acquaintances. So
far as we know only Mrs.
Kate
Myrick, Mrs. Winnie
Cunningham, Charley Mc Call
and
Mrs.
Eula
Nelson.
Thanks are given to all the
visiting leaders — the Salem
Quartet,
The Family Five
Quartet, and all who helped
make nis another successful Homecoming Day.
Word has been received of
the serious illness of Ross

On May 30, Peter will graduate from Southwestern College at Memphis, having majored in art, anthropology and psychology. He is presently president of the Student Regulation
Committee. He was elected
to Omicron Delta Kappa, honorary
leadership fraternity
and listed in "Who's Who In
American Colleges."

"The Sunday Morning
tin
Church Bell tolls the spirituel
death of the member who does
not come." — Heldcraft
Did you hear the bell at
Springs last Sunday?
Good
sure it was saying
I am
', welcome! Welcome!"

CHESTNUT GLADE
By sirs. Hervey Vaughan
that
all agree
No doubt
there is never a more beautiful or busier season than the
one that Is being enjoyed at
the present time with the planting of many different items
and the harvesting of others.
For those who are fortunate
to have strawberries, it is
indeed a rushing season with
peas
English
cherries and
close behind demanding their
share of time. Also those
who have grown fryers for
the home freezer are having
time for dressing
to spare
those. Planting seems to be
in
progressing very nicely

this area with some complaint
'
4) Fulton Co. News, Thursday, May 27, 1971
of a shortage oftobaccoplants. 1—Get well wishes are extended to Mrs. Ada Rhodes, who High School.
afternoon. Visitors are corMr. and Mrs. Billie Cope- dially invited to both the mornis a patient at the Fulton Hosland Jr. and Jon from Mem- ing
pital.
and afternoon services.
Mrs. Wilmer Jones
and phis visited their parents last
Randy from Smyrna, Tennes- weekend. This was the new
NEW MEMBERS
see are visiting her parents grandson's first visit to his
Sandra Gossum of Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell grandparent's home.
M cKinney of
Christina
and
and other relatives in
the
Homecoming will be at the South Fulton were among 142
community.
Oak Grove Church of Christ students recently inducted into
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan sub- the second Sunday in June. Phi Kappa Phi honor society at
stituted at the Martin
Ele- A basket lunch will be at the the University of Tennessee at
School last
mentary
week. noon hour, with singing in the Martin.
Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs visited
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
last
week. She also spent
the day with Mrs. Lillie Ray
Martin on Friday. They
in
— In Operation 68 Years
visited Mrs. Mattie Atkinimproving at
son, who is
Lat'gts Display
her home after being very
Well Lighted At Night
sick recently and was in the
hospital several weeks.
Open Sunday Afternoons

Greenfield Monument Works

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hendershot from Jackson visited
her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin
Brundige
last
weekend and
attended
the
Westview
jraduation at the

W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 235-2293

Phone 472.1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

B.F. Adams

Our Churches- Gods Agency For Spreading His Love

Benjamin Franklin Adams,
father of Mrs. E. L. Blzwell
of Fulton, died Wednesday,
May 19,
in
Obion
County
Hospital Nursing Home at the
age of 82.
Funeral services were held
Friday at the White-Ranson
Funeral Chapel, with the Rev.
George Presslar of Dyer officiating.
Burial was in Mt.
Moriah Cemetery.
Born in
middle Tennessee March 12, 1889, he was I
the son of the late B. F. and
Betty Vinson Adams. A retired carpenter, he lived in
°Won County most of his life.
Besides Mrs. Bizwell, he is
survived by another daughter,
Mrs. N. H. Hagan, Jr., of
Union City; a son, Ted Adams,
of Union City; seven grandchildren, and
seven greatgrandchildren.
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BougMrs. Maggie Bills
gard, '70, died Tuesday morning, May 25 at the Fulton Hospital.
She was born in Bolivar,
Tennessee on May 30, 1900,
the daughter of the late David
Bills and Lizzie Bunkins Bills.
Her husband, Jesse Bouggard,
and a daughter, Mrs. Robert
Bell of Philadelphia, preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her sonin-law, Robert Bell,anephew,
David Smith of Bolivar; and
nieces: Mrs. Gus Spinks and
Mrs. Lucille Bills of Fulton,
and Mrs. Pearlina Spinks of
South Fulton.
Funeral services will be at
2 p. m. at Antioch Baptist
Church on Sunday, May 30,
with the Rev. S. A. Bell officiating. Burial will be in
McFall Cemetery. Vanderford
Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
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Charles Gill
Charles Gill, a resident of
the
McConnell community„
died suddenly at his home on
Fulton
Route
2, Friday,
May 21.
Funeral services were held
Sunday, May 23 at Doug Murphy Funeral Home, with the
Rev. Leon Penick officiating.
Burial was in East Side Cemetery at Martin.
Pallbearers
were Vester
Williams,
Thomas Coates,
Charlie Ferrell, Charles Allen, Billy Blalcemore
and
William Howard.
Mr. Gill is survived by his
wife, the former Edna Russell; a daughter, Mrs.George
Kennedy of Martin; a brother, Buford Gill of Centerville,
Tennessee; and
a
sister,
Mrs. Ted Prather of Chicage

Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church
The Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church was organized
In November, 1842, by C. J. Bradley. This was before the formation
oftFulton County. At the time Union was organized this territory
belonged to Rickman County.
The first church building was built at the cost of about 13,000.
It was a two story building and the upstairs was utilized by the
Masons and Good Templars. The building stood in almost the same
spot which the present building occupies. The church ministered to
both whites and slaves.
Previous to the organization of the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church two other churches had been built. These churches
were called "Union" because all denominations worshiped there.
This name has been retained by the church.
The present church sanctuary was built in 1892 and dedicated
in 1893 at a cost of g1,11:41. The church pews were purchased in 191.1

Peter Casparian Will Enter
Theology School At Sewanee
The Right Rev. C. Gresham
Marmion, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Kentucky, has
accepted Peter Casparlan,son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Casparian of Fulton, ass postulant
for holy orders. Peter will
enter the School of Theology
at the University of the South
at
6ewanee, Tennessee this
September, he will
pursue
a three-year course leading
to a degree of Bachelor of

McCollurn, former resident
of this community. He is in
Obion County Hospital.
Vacation Church School has
been set for third week in
June at Good Springs. Tile
sessions will be each afternoon from 2-4. Mrs. Larry
Watkins will be the superintendent.
Mrs. Myrtle Farmer has
been a patient at Fulton Hospital the
past
2
weeks.
Mrs. Totsie Gillisum is
returned to her home
after
hospitalized
being
several
days.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Work who celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
Mrs. Maude Vincent entered Fulton Hospital Sunday.
Ernest Byars returned home
after having surgery at Community
Mayfield,
Hospital,
about 2 weeks ago. His son,
Macon and
wife, have been
here during his illness returning to their home Saturday.
QuotatiOn from church bulle-

versity, England, in a program
sponsored by Southwestern.
The Casparians are members of Trinity Episcopal
Church of Fulton; Mr. Casparian is the plant manager'
of Garen, Inc., Clinton, a
manufacturer of girls' knit
tops.

Project Workers
To Take Vacation
The Board of Directors ofthe
Christian Social Service Project met Tuesday, May 25 at
St. Paul's parish house in Hick..
man.
The directors decided to give
Mrs. Paula Thomas and Mrs.
Ethelene Raymond, the project's two caseworkers, vacations of one or two weeks this
summer. Mrs. Essie Jennings,
chairman of the board, said that
volunteers will fill in for each
regular worker during her vacation, so that the office will
remain open.

While attending the University of the South he will reside at St. Andrews School,
Sewanee, an Episcopal prep
school for boys, and will teach
art and act as guidance counselor. Peter will be employBIG SINGING
ed this summer at Talbot Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Butler
Jonestown,
Pennsylvania, a attended the Big Singing at
home for disturbed adolescent Benton Sunday, May 20, and
girls, the home is under the later visited a relative, Clint
auspices of the Episcopal Dio- McNatt, in a nursing home
cese of Bethlehem. Last sum- there. The Big Singing is en anmer he attended Oxford Uni- nual gospel music program.

at a cost of
J. C. MORELAND
Pastor

An educational annex of seven rooms and a basement were
completed in 1955. In April of 1985, three more Sunday School
classrooms and restrooms were added.
The denomination of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, of
which Union is a part, was organized in 1810 in Dickson County,
Tennessee. It was an outgrowth of the Great Revival of MO.
basic doctrines of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church include the
belief that Quirt died for all men, and that every man has the
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choice to accept or reject Christ as Savior, and water baptism
which symbolizes the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on one's lib.
A schedule of services follows. The public Is melted to Worship
Almighty God with us at any time.
SUNDAY MORNING

good
lty,wir:
a

10:00 A. M. - Sunday School for all ages
31:00 A. M. - Worship

$sat.

During the church's history some fly° hundred seventy-five
names have been placed on the church roll.
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SUNDAY EVENING

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
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This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

J
Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

M & 3 Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

471-9044

South Fulton

All fu

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

Fulton Electric System

Union City

305 Main Street
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472-1342

special
order tt
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use

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Setter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeek Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

234-26S5

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

422-1421

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Compliments ef

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking
hit0412
Clinton, Ky.
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Snoopy, who appears in "PeaFulton, Ky.
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nuts" flashily attired in Nilment, goggles, and scarf, Terry
(Continued from page one)
three training camps. Italian and his felicnv pilots, who rode in
pilots, all combat veterans, in- open-air cockpits, dressed for
structed the American cadets, warmth more than for style.
using French planes called They wore leather jackets,
Farmans (Terry said Farman Jodhpurs, heavy gloves, and
was a pioneer French aviator). mufflers.
One pilot grew a beard, and
The plane was powered
by
a single motor, in the rear, said he wouldn't shave it off
and the pilots referred to the until the war ended" Terry
uncovered cockpit as "the said. "He had a long beard
that whipped behind him when
coop."
Arriving in Foggia in winter, he flew."
The Caproni carried a fourthe cadets' training was hampered by unusually severe cold roan crew—pilot, co-pilot, and
and heavy snow. "We decided two gunners. Either the pilot
to get rid of the snow by mak- or co-pilot was always Italian,
ing snowballs," Terry said. Terry said, because the Ital"We rolled snowballs all over ians were familiar with the
the place--then the snowballs terrain. Terry flew across the
got in the way. When we rolled Alps and into Austria-Hungary
the snowballs, they picked up on all his missions.
The greatest danger he ever
rocks—and when the snow melted in the spring, rockpiles were faced was a time when the TERRY, NOW 76 and a retired farmer, still enjoys looking
plane's rudder broke just after through his scrapbooks at the pictures he took while servingifn
everywhere."
The cadets graduated from takeoff. Ordinarily he would Italy with the U. S.
Aviation Corps during World War I.
their Farmans to a three-motor have dumped the plane's bombs
Italian-made plane called the and excess fuel, he said, but
Caproni. Terry made his solo since he was not familiar with Terry returned to the United host in 1926 to a young lieuflight after ten hours' instruc- the terrain, he didn't. He land- States December 30. He held tenant named Charles Lindtion in the air, and when he ed the plane in a field, but in- the rank of lieutenant and had bergh. Lindbergh was then a
became familiar
the stead of gradually descending, been awarded the Italian Croce mail carrier in St. Louis with
with
Capron', he was sent to the he made a hard "pancake" di Guerra.
Terry's brother-in-law, who
Four years ago, Terry at- was killed in a stunt flight
•front. He was stationed at landing, almost straight down.
There
was
no
explosion
and
no
tended a reunion of San Pelagic) and Lindbergh visited Fulton
San Pelagic., a northern Italian
injuries.
veterans in Washington, D. C. to fly over his grave and
town near the Alps.
Italian, French, and British ,Count Giovanni Capron', a drop flowers on it. One year
Terry's commanding officer
at Foggia and at San Pelagio air force units were also sta- member of the plane-manufac- after his overnight stay with
was Fiorello LaGuardia, who tioned in or near San Pelagio, turing family and still active the Terrys, he made his hislater became Mayor of New and during Terry's service in the industry, came from toric flight across the Atlantic.
York. At Foggia, which was there, he witnessed an air show Italy for the reunion.
In the years since he became
near his own hometown, La- staged by British and French
Guardia was also an informa- pilots. A Major Barker of a civilian again, Terry married
the
Royal
Air
Force
flew
a
(in 1920) Laverne Cheek, and
tion officer, and at San Pelagic.,
GIANT GYM AT FI4.5: Although far from completed, this interior view of the new gym at the new Fulton High School is now
Listed below are the names
raised
two children:
he flew combat missions in Sopwith Camel upside dow-n. they
under roof and workmen are busy this week on interior fittings.
addition to his duties on the Terry said Barker was con- Charlotte (Mrs. Robert) Ivey, of individuals who have lost
their
drivers license for the
sidered an aviation pioneer in the wife of a career Army man
ground.
in Tampa, Florida; and Wil- week ending May 14, 1971, as
Giuseppe Garibaldi, son of England.
San Pelagio almost came liam C, Terry, executive vice- released by the Department of
the famous "Redshirt" Italian
nationalist of the same name, under attack from Austrian president of the Obermeler Public Safety to the Traffic
John T. Reed, the son of The selections included both
was also serving in San Pel- bombers on one occasion, Company in Westport, Con - Safety Coordinating CommitMr. and Mrs. Seldon Reed of classical and 20-century music.
tee:
were necticut.
agic). Terry recalled that Gari- Terry said, but they
Fulton, presented his senior
Reed has been the organist baldi scored a great propaganda driven off by antiaircraft guns.
Bill Glidewell, 64, of Route
Terry returned to farming on
at
Asbury
United
Methodist
organ recital Sunday, May 16
victory for the Italians by On November 3, almost a year the property which has been in 1, Water Valley, Kentucky;
.With its leadership, this merited the community for vot- at Duke University in Durham, Church in Durham for the past
flying over Vienna and drop- after his arrival in Italy, an his family since 1827. He joined driving while intoxicated; lischool (Fulton High School) has ing a school tax for the new North Carolina. His parents two years. At Duke he has ping propaganda leaflets on armistice was signed between the Soil Conservation Service cense suspended until Novemsupport of the community, the building, "which will eliminate attended the program.
studied the organ with George
Italy and Austria-Hungary.
as Fulton County agent in 1933, ber 3, 1971;
the enemy capital.
fine student body and staff. With the deficiencies."
Reed played works by J. 5, Ritchie. Following his recital,
Chester Eugene Dick, 50, Of
Terry's unit was sent to but retired in 1959.
Terry flew a total of eight
!be report suggested that Bach, Cesar Franck,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the new physical plant this
Ritchie
held
a
Paul
In a sequel to his associa- Route 2, Boaz, Kentucky, DWI,' •
combat missions, two short of France, but the November 11
school should become one ofthe once the new high school is in Hindemith, Charles - Marie reception for Reed at their the number required to earn armistice had been signed by tion with the beginnings of the license suspended until Octofinest small high schools in use, the old building be removed Widor. and Dietrich Buxtehude. home.
the ranking of ace. Unlike the time the Americans arrived. U. S. Air Force, Terry was ber 15, 1971.
o provide more playground
Kentucky.
for
the elementary
The above statement was in- space
SALES TAX************************************************************************
cluded in the visiting commit- school.
(Continued from page one)
Members of the evaluating
tee report of the Southern Astaxes,
pay
state
purchaser
must
sociation of Colleges and committee were faculty mem$500
Schools, following their eval- bers and administrators from where applicable, on the first
uation of Fulton High School Western Kentucky high schools ti the transaction•
paid
The sales tax will not be
and colleges, and one
man
April 4-6.
sale, but pus,
The report includes exam- from Union City High School. during the actual
chasers
of cars or other motor
'nation of the curriculm, staff,
vehicles will pay their tax to the
and physical facilities, plus
court clerk to gain a title
CHANNELINGcommendations for particularcounty
All boats and airplanes pur,
achievements and suggestions
(Continued from Page One) chased and registered respecfor further improvements.
and funding will have to come
the Tennessee Game
curriculm, from Congress, he explained. tively, with
Regarding the
& Fish Commission and Federal
the report approved "progress
Telegrams from Sen. John Aviation Agency will be reported
made in providing some flex- Sherman Cooker and Rep.Frank
to the state Revenue Departibility in the program." In 4tuttblefie1d of .Kentucip,,
, steaming,—
ps4wer
icular,
, it Ir
ti t-hour chemi
Weirrtlita
l
cA
dr
affita=
"
artglfe.,
.14%
stodent-supervised Rave, the
11 pledged interest in the payments.
quality of students' work in project and
support for it. The half-cent increase is the
woodworking shop, and the
Before
making his
final first statewide increase since
schools' educational and vo- report, Parish said, he must 1955, although the 3 per cent base
programs.
cational testing
have assurance from local was extended eight years ago to
According to the report,"the interests that certain condi- include utility bills and again in
administration and teaching tions will be met. The local 1967 to include tobacco products.
staff have an open mind toward interests must:
The local option tax, at 1 per
the curriculum and school polProvide at no cost to the cent, was intitiated in 1963 and
icies which will make it pos- United States all lands, ease- authority for the 1.5 per cent tax
sible for this school to con- ments, and rights-of-way nec- was added four years later.
tinue to make progress in meet- essary for construction, maining the needs of all students." tenance, and operation of the
The committee submitted for recommended improvements. CITY BOARD(Continued from page one)
following
consideration the
Maintain and operate all
items: a range of vocational works after completion.
ity gross receipts tax to the
technical, and occupational edAt least annually inform Fulton County Fiscal Court.
ucation; a fine arts program; the people in the protected The tax is levied on a countyprogram;
a
school
a summer
areas that the improvements wide basis and the revenues
faculty committee to acquire will not provide complete pro- derived therefrom are appormaterials; offering tection.
library
timed to the county school
some courses every other year
Meet the requirements for district and the independent
request
if not enough students
uniform and equitable treat- school district on the basis
them annually; a comprehen- ment of persons displaced by of average daily attendance
sive guidance program; more construction of the recom- in the respective school districts.
visual aids, lab work, group mended improvements.
Since there are only two
projects, and other variations
Alternatives to channelizaclass.
lecture
traditional
on the
tion which the Corps consid- school districts in Fulton
Faculty and administrators ered were levees, floodwalls, County, representing 90 per
'were commended for the qual- floodproofing
improvements, cent of the county's residents,
ity of their leadership. Among and reservoirs. All were re- it is necessary for both school *
the specific commendations jected, Parish said, because boards to make the request to *
were the following:
they were economically un- the Fiscal Court.
It is this request that is *
The Board of Education meets feasible, or would cause too
or exceeds requirements for much
disruption • in urban being taken under advisement *
by the Fulton City Independent *
accreditation; good spirit and areas,. or both.
working relationships
good
Concerning
environmental School District. Gene Hatfield, *
administrators,
exist among
effects, Parish said that in president of the Fulton bide- *
faculty, staff, students, and the urban areas, trees, shrub- pendent system, said that the *
community; a good pupil-teach- bery, benches, and tables will next meeting of the board will *
er ratio of 18-1; the faculty be provided where feasible. be held in two weeks, but that *
The true facts about anything
it is possible that several *
Good newspapers, good newsare teaching in areas of their
Ultimate quality of the water informal meetings of his board *
major preparation and a high
simple.
pure
and
never
are
seldom
papermen
constantly dive,'dig, and
held during the *
percentage of them are taking will depend on local sewage would be
Facts often are deeply hidden, like
probe beneath the appearances of
additional college courses; ac- treatment facilities, he said. interim period to discuss the *
given "Some adverse environmental matter.
the seven-eighths of an iceberg
ademics is properly
things to their deeper, often hidthe
It Is estimated that
higher priority than athletics. effects which cannot be avoidwhich always lie under water.
den meanings and connections.
the ed," according to Parish, in- utility tax will bring in about
Recommendations for
faculty and administration were clude a removal of timber to $55,000 annually. The revenue *
When your newspaper reporter
There are all kinds of newsinwiden
the
channel,
and
to the Fulton County School *
as follows:
says
papers and all kinds of newspaperInvolvement of staff in con- creased water turbidity until District would be used to match
a proposed $290,000.00 grant
tinuous study aimed at improv- construction is completed.
men. Nobody ever claimed they
"We sympathize with honest from either state or Federal *
ing teaching methods.
"May I ask you a question or
help for efforts of conservationists for funds. Approval to establish *
were all perfect. But one thing
More clerical
the proper and sensible use of the vocational school in Hick- *
two?" he is really "diving" for
guidance and teaching staff.
certain:
is
land,"
Parish
concluded.
*
was
received
from
the
man
budget
in
Involvement of staff
facts. He hopes to bring to the
Dan Sherry, representing Kentucky State Board of -Edu- *
THE FTJLTON COUNTY NEWS
planning and budget administrathe Tennessee Caine and Fish cation on Tuesday, April 27. *
light of day other related names,
tion.
is engaged in digging out and
All funds raised in the name Commission, challenged Par- Members of Fulton City's *
figures, or relationships which will
publishing
important facts about
assessment
of
environish's
board
did not specify how *
of the school should flow through
tell his readers a fuller story.
the internal accounts of the mental damage. He said re- their portion of the revenue *
public
life.
our
moval of trees would drive would be used.
school.
That's the job of a free and unIt is estimated that the fa- *
Involve new teachers in a away Small game in the rural
areas,
and that the channel ditty will cost approximately *
special in-service program -in
-licensed press.
construction
and
water
turto
$580,000.00.
learn
order that they may
The need for a vocational *
Use the resources of the school bidity would make the creek
unable to support game fish. training
school in this
far *
• more effectively.
Sherry
said
the
Commission
West Kentucky area has long *
Better utilization of audiobelieved
Viet
reservoirs
can
been known among the bust- *
visual materials and equipment.
and the industrial *
Improved provisions for ed- be economically feasible and nessmen
ucation of adults and out-of- less harmful to game and community.
fish.
With the sharp decrease
school youths.
Lewis Allen, who identified in college enrollments, it is
Salary for teachers in terms
himself
as
a
lifelong
resident
such a training school
believed
of socioeconomic conditions in
of the Harris Station area, would be a great opportunity
this community.
Concerning the custodial disputed Sherry's contention to train local people,(students
creek can support and adults,) for skilled jobs,
staff, the report commended that the
them "for their efforts .asthey game fish. He praised the a prime requirement for bringlabor to make in old outdated Corps of Engineers for rec- ing
industry to this area.
It would similarly create a
building as clean and neat as ommending creek improvements.
small industry for the area,
possible."
L. M, McBride, represent- with personnel, students and
Although saying the school
National
Bank,
read
City
maintenance workers bringing
plant "adversely affects the in
performance of a fine staff and a statement 1n supporting the in a peamanent and sizeable *
***************************************40e*************Inklulult**********00
payroll.
program," the report complf_ Corps proposals.

SOPWITH CAMEL-

Lose Licenses

FITS Receives High Ratings John T.Reed Presents Recital
In Evaluating Team's Report
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Mrs. David Wells. The Wells' strawberry fields are in the back-
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Do - If - Yourselfers Enjoy
Wells' Strawberry Patch
Troy, Union City, Martin and
Mayfield."
Judy Wells said most peoFor people who like gardenple
come
dressed in old
fresh strawberries, and enjoy
do-it-yourself activities, David clothes, knowing that picking
is a ground-level task. But
and Judy Wells, who live on
she recalled a time last year
the
Old Mayfield Highway,
when she was caught off guard.
offer the ideal projech picking
"These two men came in
strawberries.
ties, and asked,
"People get a kick out of it," shirts and
Mrs. Wells said. "They see 'Can we get strawberries here?'
I
said,
'Well,
we don't have
people in the strawberry patch
they haven't seen for a long any already picked,' One of
them
said,
'Picked,
my foot!
time, and they just cut up and
pick berries, and have a lot of We want to pick 'ern!'"
Raising the
berries and
fun."
is
Mr. and Mrs. Wells both supervising the pickers
also
a
do-it-yoursel
f project
come from farm families in
for
the
Wells
family.
Mrs.
Carlisle County, but last year
was the first time they tried Henry Wells, David's mother,
any
farming on their own. helps tend the plants, and durDavid Wells' primary occupa- ing the picking season she
helps direct pickers to fresh
tion
is plant manager
of
Ferry-Morse Seed Company. rows. Mrs. Marshall Brower,
Mrs. Wells said they start- David's aunt, distributes quart
ed raising strawberries be- boxes and collects the money,
cause "we thought it might be 25 cents (plus tax) per quart.
Mrs. Wells also helps the
a good second income. There
wasn't any place 'around like pickers find rows, and when the
patch is closed, she has the
that (where people can pay to
pick their own)." They plant- task of telling people that no
picking is allowed. "I hate to
ed five acres in strawberries.
They've had little cause to say no to anyone. I'd rather
doubt the success of their ven- be out there all day looking
for rows that haven't been
ture. So many pickers turned out in the first week that picked," she admitted.
Still, she explained,
they
the Wellses decided to open
have to allow berries time
the
patch only on alternate
to
ripen
so
that
pickers
don't
days, and to close early in
wind up with green berries.
the
afternoon
or evening.
After closing time she gently
Next year, they will
have
but
firmly discourages people
three more acres planted in
who plead, "All I want is one
strawberries.
or
two
quarts," or "I'm going
"One day last year, when
my husband was getting ready to Texas tomorrow and I want
to leave for work, he looked to take them some Kentucky
out and there were 90 cars berries."
The
Wellses lease their
parked out front," Mrs. Wells
said. "We've had them from home and fourteen-acre lot
from
Cletus Walker, their
next-door
neighbor.
They
raise soybeans on part of the
land that is not planted
in
strawberries.
Mrs.
'Is
estimated
that they
ied
25,000 quarts of strawberries in 1970.
by Angela Mueller

Parts For AllElectric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

One of every 20 children boan
suffers some form of brain
injury.
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To The Citizens of Fulton County:
THANK YOU for your confidence and support in Tuesday's election.I appreciate very much the privilege of representing you in the State Senate during the next four years.

Sincerely,

Carroll Hubbard
Paid for by Senator Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield, Kentucky
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"Life Is A Book,' Kitterman
Tells Fulton High Graduates
"Life is a Book" was the
theme of Rev. W. W. Kitterman's address to the Fulton
High School graduating class
May 23 at the
Sunday night,
school's baccalaureate program.
A large crowd of friends
and relatives filled the First
United Methodist Church to
hear Rev. Kitterman, pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, address the
graduates.
"The book of life is your
autobiography and God is your
biographer," Rev. Kitterman
told the class. He challenged
them "to make your book of
life a good one - an outstanding one."
He said that their
book's
"bibliography" should give
credit to the parents, teachers,
ministers, and
other
persons
who have
helped
them.
Rev. William G. Adams,
pastor of the
church, gave
the invocation and dedication.
Barry
Adams directed the
choir,
which was
accompanied by Mrs. Adams, the

organist.
Juniors Charles Whitnel and
Bob Engel led the procession Into the church. Mary
Helen Dunn, Jane Pawlukieliner, and Debra Capps distributed programs.

Area Farmers Cited
For Dairy Cattle
Cecil Burnett and
Elmer
H1xson, Fulton have been cited
by
the Kentucky
Artificial
Breeding Association for superior accomplishment in dairy
herd production. Their herd
qualified for the NASA 450
Club with 62 Guernsey cows
producing an average of 10,408 pounds of milk, 4.4% and
45'7 pounds of butterfat.
In special recognition of this
high production record Burnett
and Hixson were recently presented with framed Certificates
of Achievement by Joe L. Armbruster, Clinton, technician for
the Jackson Purchase Artificial
Breeding Cooperative, an affiliate of NASA.

One taste is worth 1,C100 words
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LOW COST RATES
CALL 472-1061
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AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
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STOP AND SHOP
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Enjoy

HEAVEN
HILL
6 YEARS OLD

the gendebourbon from Kentucky
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC BARDSTOWN, NELSON CoUNTY, KY
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for low-cost care of
winter garments!

by Joe Martin,
Extension Leader

Just drop your heavy winter
woolens in our giant box, and
we'll do the rest. Everything safely stored
. protected from all
the danger of crowded closets
...moths, mildew, heat ond theft.

BIG MONDAY
Unless you are familiar with
strawberry production you may
not have heard of the term
"BIG
MONDAY'.
used.
Strawberries are ripe and since
.1 have already sampled them I
can tell you they are really
good.
Try some of our home grown
strawberries this week and you
will
realize
that
the
strawberries shipped in from
other areas just don't compare
with
Obion
County
,strawberries. "Big Monday" is
a term that use to be used to
Vote the day that 'usually,
came on Monday when the peak
of stawberry production was
reached. "Big Monday" for this
area, I would guess would be
next Monday.
Although
Obion County doesn't haye a
large acreage some at the best
looking strawberry fields yoy'll
find anywhere are located inthis
area.
The women in the Extension
Office very highly recommend the
following:
.
FRESH STRAWBERRY'
PIE RECIPE
1 9-inch pie shell, baked 1
berries, chilled, ll
ripe
quart
cup sugar; 3 round tablespoons

.• EVERYTHING FULLY INSURED AGAINST THEFT OR
DAMAGE
• EVERYTHING PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED, SPOTTED AND FINISHED TO PERFECTION
• EVERYTHING STORED
ON HANGERS IN OUR
TEMPERATURE - CONTROLLED
VAULT
• EVERYTHING RETURNED
READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL
I - Hour
Free Pickup
DRY CLEANING
And Delivery
on

I - Day
SHIRT SERVICE

STORAGE

Happy Day Professional Cleaners
West Stale Line, Fulton

LL
CE

UNIT, KY.,

479-2525

GOOD PAINT DOES NOT
HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE!
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS LOW, BUT DURING THIS
SPECIAL SALE YOU CAN SAVE EVEN MORE, LET US PROVE
THAT IF YOU HAVEN'T BEEN BUYING OUR QUALITY PAINTS
YOU HAVE BEEN PAYING TOO MUCH. WE ARE THIS AREA'S
LARGEST DIRECT TO CONSUMER PAINT DEALER; WITH NO
FANCY 2 FOR SALES OR PAINTER KICK MM.._

-INSIDE LATEX WALL PAINTVictory Latexi Accent Dripless

Masterkote
Reg. 2.99 gal.
(SAl

Reg. 3.99 gal.

$1.99

ff.-•-•
..........._

(i)

SALE

Victory
OIL BASE
Reg. 5.99

SEMI- GLOSS
ENAMEL

Reg. 4.99

$3.99

Decorators
NEW LATEX
Reg. 6.99

YOUR CHOICE $4.99 GALLON
Victory
Panda
Reg. 5.99 Reg. 7.95

While High
Gloss Enamel

$4.99

PAINT
THINNER

$5.99

99c Gal,

BEST PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER Reg. 2.99. $199Gal

CLEAR VARNISH
Spar Varnish
Reg. 4.79

1

SaC .143.49

tout
4
" W4"

HEAT RESISTANT

BRUSHES

Aluminum
PAINT

Gym-Seal
Reg. 7.99

Reg. 2.99

Tractor & Trailer
ENAMEL
$4.50

1

3.99

Reg.

ale 1.99

$5.99 GaL

BARN
PAINT

Of interest to Homemakers

Strawberry's 'Big Monday'
Will Be Here Real Soon

BOX STORAGE SERVICE

psy

5.99 Gal.

4.49

gal.

Reg. 2.99 j Reg. 3.99
R
r Gres
Red Only

ST),1.99

2.99

cup water.
Cook sugar, corn starch,
lemon juice, water until thick
and clear, stirring constiuslay.
Remove from heat -- add ved
coloring and chill.
About I hour..before servMg.
line baked pastry shell with 3
ox. package of cream cheese
that has been softened with
milk.
Mix chilled sauce and berries
and put in shell
Whip pinl cream and add .2
cup sugar and 1 tablespoon
lemon juice. Cover berries and
dot with whole berries.
Spring is the time of year to
begin fertilization of farm ponds
for maximum fish production.
Fertilizer should be added to
Tennessee ponds at this time of
year to produce algae.
Algae are small miroscopic
plants which give the water a

7 Majorettes
Picked At MSU

Diet Streamunes Murray Star
By JOE TOM ERWIN
MSU Sports Information
MURRAY, Ky. - Chuck
Cooper, who played No. 5
singles on the Murray State
University tennis team this
year was a pudgy 241 pounds
two seasons ago and be won
barely 50 per cent of his
matches.
Last fall, be began a diet
which he continued during the
winter and early spring along
with a strenuous program of
paddle ball and tennis, and
when he took the court for
Murray this season he was a
streamlined 175 pounds.
The improvement in his performance was staggering. He
won 29 matches while losing
only three, all of which he
avenged, and he breezed to
the No. 5 singles championship.
in the OVC tournament last
weekend.
Among Cooper's victims
during the season weie players from the University of
Missouri, Louisville, St. Louis,
Kansas, Kansas State, Southern Illinois, Memphis State,
Vanderbilt, Tennessee Tech,
East Tennessee, Eastern Kentucky, Morehead, Austin
Peay, and Middle Tennessee.
His splits were with Dave
Johnson of Mississippi State
(he won No.5 singles in
the Southeastern Conference),
Mario Pakozki of Oral Roberts (he's the second ranked
jugior player in Chile), and
Hasse Ahman of Western Ken-

green color. Algae is eaten by
microscopic animals which are
eaten by insects and larger
organisms. These, in turn, are
eaten by small fish, many of
which are eventually eaten by
bass The amount of algae,
therefore, regulates
the
quantity of fish which can be
produced in a pond.
Pond water, adequately
fertilized, has deep green color
and may yield more than one
hundred and fifty pounds of fish
per acre each year to fishermen Unfertilized water is clear
and has a much lower 'carrying
capacity of fish. Unfertilized
ponds rarely produce as much
as fifty pounds of fish per acre
each year
Small ponds
adequately fertilized can
produce more fish than unfertilized ponds which are
several tittles larger
Proper fertilization also helps
to control water weeds by
producing some shade in the
water. Tbe greenish color in the
water also helps improve
fishing success due lathe fish's
inability to see the fisherman.
An 84-2 formula of commercial fertilizer is recommended. Many companies are
now producing a 20-20-5 fertilizer for farm pond use. The
fertilizer can be broadcast from
the banks or be poured in a
small stream directly from the
bag if a boat is available. About
100 pounds of 8-8-2 or its
equivalent is needed for each
surface acre of water, each
month throughout the summer.

MURRAY, Ky.-Seven majorettes have been selected for the
1971-72 Marctsing Thoroughbred
Band at Murray State University according to Roger Reidmuth, director.
The girls are Connie Ciartir
pagna, a senior at Sikeston,
Mo., High School; Margarita
Davis .from Symsonia and .a
senior at Paducah Tilghman.
High School; Salty Harris,
Murray State University junior
from Metropolis, Ill.; Marsha
.".".;..c00.536:1:;:•;:::c--i&;,-:::::-.:•:.:-:::- ..'-'.
Hendrix, a senior at Henry 1
County High Schools in Paris,
Tenn.; Ginna Lawrence, a junior music major at MSU from
KITCHEN CAB1NETS-BATH VANITIES
Benton; Rhoda Miller, MSU
made in shop and Installed in your home
Cabinets
junior from Tompkinsville, and
Sharon Reid,4MSU senior from
COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICE
Princeton.
Including Wiring and Plumbing
The Murray State Upiversity
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
majorettes will assist at ShirESTIMATES GIVEN
ley Ross's -"Heart of Dixie" mt308 BROADWAY.Across from Martin Carpet Center
It:Wefts/drum major camp to be
held at Murray State June 20DAY PH. 587.4157
NITE PH. 587 61.177
25. The camp also will feature
state champion twirlers from
Georgia and Alabama.

FORSYTHE CABINET SHOP

Dawn Hasselgren
Betrothed To
Paul Brockwell
FULTON, Ky.,
Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Hasselgren of
Hammond. Ind., announce the
engagement and approaching
Marriage of their daughter,
Dawn Marie, to Paul Wesley
Brockwell, formerly of the McConnell community.
Miss Hasselgren is a senior at
Morton High School in Hammond.
Mr. Brockwell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Brockwell of McConnell community, is a graduate
of South Fulton High School. He
is now employed by Youngstown Sheet and Tool Co. of East
Chicago, M.
The wedding will be solemnized at Hessville Baptist Church,
June 26.
HISTORIC AIRPORT
Holland's Schiphol Airport-built on land reclaimed from
the sea--is the only air terminal
In the world built on the site
of a naval battle. Spanish ships
defeated a Dutch fleet there in
1573, National Geographic Says.

REG. 3.1011 GAL.

Reg. $5.99 Gal.

$2.99 GaL
OIL BASE

Panda Latex ACCENT
WILD DEEP TONES

Victory Porch
& Deck Enamel

99 GaL

Reg. 2.99 Gal.
Sale Price

Would Cost you 11.91 or
1210 Gal. Elsewhere

(sal

Price $6.95 Gal.

Reg. $3.99
Snowwhite

Reg. $4.99
I Coat

HOUSE
PAINT $1.99 gal. $2.99 gal. $3.99 gal.
LATEX

Reg. 3.99
In Colors

House Paint 2,99 gal.

Reg. 5.99
White & Colors

V X 12' Plastic

Drop Clothes
4
'
99 ghl* 25e ea. 5 for $1."

IF THE ABOVE PRICES DON'T PUT YOU IN THE MOOD FOR
PAINTING - COME IN AND LOOK OVER OUR COMPLETE
FISHING DEPARTMENT & GO FISHING.

"

SALE ENDS MONDAY JUNE 7, 1971

RAILROAD SALVAGE
456 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

Get These Fine

WATKINS
PRODUCTS
from Joyce Tibbs
215 Third St; Fulton

Phone 472-1039
"Your Watkins Dealer Per
This Ansa"
11-oz, Vanilla
Flavoring
..
$2.09
11-ox. Black Pepper
$1.11
Multi-Vitamins with
minerals
$4.11
Red Liniment
$2.04
Petro Carbo Salve
$1.28
Ant and Roach Spray $2.111
Medicated Foot
Powder
$1.74
Complete line of Gourmet
Seasonings
12 Flavoring Extracts
LoMPoo Punch
$24/

tucky.
Cooper and Henri Bucht
played No. 3 doubles for Murray in the team's first 18
matches this spring and the
two had a 14-4 record. Peter
Hay replaced Bucht on the
team seven matches before
the end of the season and
they were undefeated until the
semi-finals of the OVC tournament.
Cooper, who along with four
of his brothers, Jackie, Bobby, Timmy and Tommy,
played high school tennis for
St. Xavier of Louisville (Bobby also played at Murray),
says he began his diet because he was tired of losing
long three-set matches. This
season, the only three-setter
he had in singles was with

Tohnson of Mississippi State.
In Most of his matches he's
held his opponents to two or
three games a set.
Murray Coach Bennie Purcell says Cooper has been a
delight to coach. "He's always been solid fundamentally and since he's lost all that
weight his stamina and movement on the court have made
him a top-notch player. We'll
certainly miss him next
year."
HIGHEST LAKE
Lake Titicaca, 2 1/2 miles
above the sea In the Andean
highlands on the border between Peru and Bolivia, is the
world's highest navigable lake,
National
Geographic says.
ydrofoiI s, steamboats, and
sail-powered ferries ply the
lake.

South Fulton Property Owners
I holm by now YOU have called or written a letter to the
five (5) Magistrates and requested that they DEMAND •
lower property tax rate.
We cannot pay the present rate of $2.25 per hundred,
on these new values in Obion County.
LET'S STAND TOGETHER FOLKS - Your Magistrates
of the 16th District Are:
Harry N.' Buschart, Route 3, Martin, Tenn., C. D. Jones,
405 S. Smith St. South Fulton, Tenn., Milton Counce, 136
Broadway South Fulton, Tenn., Elmer Mansfield, Grynies
St., South Fulton, Tenn., Ralph Puckett, RFD, South Fulton,
Tenn.
Our 5 Magistrates represent'
us the property owners in
South Fulton, Terws. and to vote in their next meeting
they
should know how YOU feel. As trusted elected magistrates
they will carry out your wishes.

By Your Concerned Friend

RAY HUNTER
A South Fulton Property Owner

AS LOW AS $550 FOR 23"CONSOLE!
somiCIIIIIIK MAC L
ed
handcraft

in a complete family of screen sizes

25"
045

SUPER-SCREEN CHROMACOLOR 100

The MELVILLE • 54727M
Early American styled
console. Chromacolor
100 Picture Tube. Titan 100
Chassis. Super GVG Tuner
AFC, ATG.

The ABBOTT • 04725W
Contemporary styled console.
Chromacolor 100 Picture Tube.
Titan 100 Chassis. Super GVG
Tuner. AFC. ATO.

Portable
Premium Porch
& Deck Enamel

SEMIS

TV prices

The DONATILLO
04721 DIP
Mediterranean styled
console. Chromacolor 100
Picture Tube, Titan 100 Chassis.
Super GVG Tuner. AFC. ATO.

23"
Nag.

GIANT-SCREEN CHROMACOLOR
The ABBEY • 54513W1
Modern styled console
Chromacolor Picture
Tube. Titan SO
Chassis. AFC. ATO.

start at $365.
lia"SUPER-SCREEN
me.COMPACT CHROMACOLOR
The IIDORRITON • 84030W
Compact grained Walnut color
cabinet.
Super-Screen
ChrOTIIIC0i0I
Picture Tube.
Titan Chassis.
AFC SolidState Super
Video Range
Tuner,

The CARLOS • 84516011
Mediterranean styled
console. Chromaoolor
Picture Tube. Titan SO
Chassis. AFC. ATO.

The FARRELL
84314W1
Early American styled
console Chromacolo,
Picture Tube Titan BO
Chassis AFC ATG

THESE 25'and 23° CHROMACOLOR MODELS ALL FEATURE
ATr: Automelic Tint Guard
"re electronically fine-tunes
Choose CHROMACOLOR
keeps face tones tuned when
'
Color TV at the Sick of a linger,
there are signal variations.
ONLY ZENITH HAS IT!
The owlity gems bolo,* norm gOS n..
0.0
AFf
.Ste
Automatic Pine-tuning Control

Over 50 Tears

Service
Itxperieuee

ROPER TELEVISION

Over 50 Yews
Service
Esperkirce

T
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The News Would Like To Return Elisha's Tombstone Sen. Hubbard
Lists"Unfair"
State Taxes

(Ey Pant

Westpheling, Jr.)

Mishit the top part ot his tombstone.
Freeman has been diad since We discovered last week, in
Bent. 5, 1659. That's 112 years removing one of the cage make610. Yet, be has in a way up stones that have been used
been a constant and useful help- ever since we bought the paer in the production of
the per 23 years ago, that we
News have been using the backside
Fulton County (Ky.)
right up to
April 15, 1971. of Ellin* Freeman's grave
Thereby hangs a most un- headstone for all these years.
How it got here, how long It
usual tale. Ws a mystery that
the Fulton County News is going has been here, where it came
to try to unravel, with the help from, how long it has been
al any and all Freeman& living used in the local printing inwithin
50 miles of Fulton, dustry is anyone's guess. We
any or an of whom may be des- would surmise, from the dried
on it, that it
-':s at Vista Freeman. Ink encrusted
The Fulton County News has been used as a printer's
would like to locate the grave makeup stale for many years.
at Mishit Freeman and return It could conceivably have been

filched from the grave back
when the first weekly newspaper began publication here
in 1879 or 1880.
The
24 x 38-inch stone,
when turned over, bore
the
faint name of Elisha Freeman;
everything else was carefully
and completely fWed in with
plaster of Paris in such a manner as to indicate that a successful attempt had been made
to camouflage the identity of
the stone through the years.
The occasional sliding of the
stone back and forth on its table
had worn and polished the face
and uncovered the name.
begin
decided to
So we
The
to unravel the mystery.
carried
stone was carefully
outside, a chisel was used to
chip out the plaster covering,
and in about three hours a
handsome and ornate bit of
carving was uncovered.
No other dates or names
were found; only an inscription across the draped carving reading, "There is Rest
In Heaven."
The artwork in the stone was
very clean and bears little sign
of weathering, such as many
old stones do. It is therefore
concluded
that the stone has
not remained outinthe weather
for many years- we would
guess not over 25. That would
date its appropriation to the
industry to the late
printing
1870's, or about the time the
newspaper began pubfirst
BALK SIDI OF THE TOMBSTONE had just been an- lication in Fulton
J. Paul Bushart, from whom
VA! table-top work surface in the News composing room as we purchased
the News in
Rouge,
4111Meles printing processes were dens by the "hot metal" method. 1947, lives in Baton
3510seve), Jo* Weeks, News printer-pressmen is shown working La. We'll send him a copy of
if he can
this story to see
"The Tombstone", the ink -encrusted 2the a r•
throw any light on the matter,
3rmle-thick slab between the arrows, has been used for countless but we wouldn't be surprised
tf he knows nothing about it.
On the area scene, our
"detective" work has turned
up this much, thus far:
Mrs. Mildred Freeman of
us only
tell
Fulton could
that her husband's family came
here
from weakley County.
We thereupon went to Martin to talk to an old frier&
who is
Wade 'Red' Freeman
motor pool Superintendent at
11TM. Mr. Freeman told us that
an Elisha Freeman taught him
in school In Gleason in 1924,
and had Subsequently taught
and at
various
in Martin
schools
in Weakley County
martin,
moving to
before
where he died at his residence
on White Street in his 90th
year. Red called Prof. Freeman's
daughter, Mrs. Sue
Gardner Crowe, at Sharon,
matter. Mrs. Crowe
about
the
Me. Weaks holds the ink-encrusted stone, filled with plastic si
stated thaf"besides her tim!Pis, bearing the name Mocha Freern.en.
, Elisht
.Lefayetts Freeer,
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Lexington Minister Will
Speak At MSU Program

MURRAY, Ky.-Dr. Donald R. Southern Hills, he had served as
"'unfair taxes in Kentucky as
Herren, minister Of the South- minister of the First ?Mb:4W
to the sale and transfer of new
ern Hills United Methodist Church, also in Lexington, since
used automobiles" was
and
Church kt Lexington, will be the 1952.
among the "tax inequities" listbaccalaureate speaker at Mur- Active in many civic capaed by Senator Carroll Hubbard
cities, Dr. Herren has served as
ray State University June 4.
Monday, May 17 in a speech
Mayfield Rotary
He will deliver the address to chairman of the Juvenile Advisbefore the
the 48th spring graduating class ory Board of Fayette County,
Club.
Hubbard said that he was
at 8 p.m. in the university audi- doing ecrtenstve work in guida co-sponsor of Senate Bill
torium. His topic will be "The ance and counseling youth.
60 in the 1970 Kentucky GenHis honors include OutstandTime for Heroes."
eral Assembly, which bill would
Commencement exercises are ing Young Man for 1962 by the
138.450
to
have amended KRS
scheduled for 10 a.m. June 5 in Lexington Junior Chamber of
redefine retail price for motor
the fteldhouse with Nick T. New- Commerce, one of three Outvehicles as the actual sales
berry of Omaha, national presi- sutra:ling Young Men in Kenprice and, for computing the
dent of Woodmen of the World, tucky for 1964 by the Kentucky
usage tax, the value of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
as the speaker.
trade-in vehicle would be deA native of Corbin, Dr. Herren the Distinguished Alumni Award
ducted from the more expensive vehicle.
was involved in the founding of from Union College in 1965. the
Hubbard stated, "It is very
the Southern Hills Church in Optimist Cup as the outstanding
is
trade-in
value
unfair that no
1959 and has served as minister citizen of Lexington in 1967 and
allowed when a Kentuckian pursince that time. The congrega- the Sertoma Club Service to Huchases a new automobile or
tion has grown from the orig- manity Award in 1988. In June,
truck. We are now paying a five
inal 13 members to the present 1909, he was presented a Doctor
percent sales tax on ninety perof Divinity degree from Union
1,600.
cent of the factory price of the
Before beginning his work at College,
the
new vehicle as well as
and
accessories
vehicle's
transportation charges while
of
allowed
a
penny
not being
consideration for the vehicle we
Might be trading in for the new
THE CUR10811T Of Nose publisher Paul Westphal's now one."
The Mayfield legislator indiaroused, the stone was carried outside behind the News office
and, after about three hours of carefully chipping away the cated that the present tax laws
as
to the sale and transfer of
plaster of Paris covering, the handsome artwork (above) was
exposed. The stone was cut through the line that indicated vehicles in Kentucky is serionshurting the consumers and
date of death and, as nearly as can be made out, it reads "8ePt.
15, 1859." The
center
figure in the carved work in the is especially harmful to theresalesmen of vehicles.
tall
upper section is a clenched rightfist, with the forefinger pointing
"We must take a serious
up.
and long look at our present
ma; she knew of no ances- her late husband's tathilyware high taxes in Kentucky," Hubtors in the family by the name Graven.eothstienerataillihalkies bard added.
husband's father ustsburiiidin
of Elisha.
Red said, however, that there the cemetery at Wing°. Mre. who possesses
area
many
were
Freeman Freeman advised that there are cemetery
about five
records and has
families in and around Weak- two Freeman
families
in promised to search her list in
ley County, none of which were Graves County, but that she quest of an Elisha Freeman.
closely related, and possibly knows no family history beThat's about as far as we
one of these families
could yond the grandfather.
know to go, at this time; what
throw more light on the matSo we took a trip to Wing° we need now is the interest of
ter. Red, incidentally, was and found, in the
cemetery next many people from throughout
born in the Liberty neighbor- to the high school, the grave this area.
Anyone who can
hood between Gleasonand Sha- of Mose
C. Freeman (1865- Provide any information, howron in 1909; his father, Claud, 1958). He could have
been ever sketchy, please write
was a native
Weakley Coun- Elisha's
call the Fulton county
grandson, but there or
ar•
Han, born north of Dresden. was no evidence of any Free- News, 209 Commercial Ave4
()
,
Our Search next led us to mans
the
nue, Fulton. Let's see if we
older than he in
High heel style 140
an inspection of Fulton's old- cemetery.
can assemble the Jigsaw pu.s44.c.sf
it might he interesting here
est cemetery, located on Carr
• Extra Slim, 4-1 1
Street
across from
the to note a singular charactersWe will never know whO
• Slim, 4-11
Methodist church. While there tic of our stone: the clench- purloined the headstone, but
• Narrow, 4-1 1
there
bearing ed right fist with the fore
are graves
we would like to return it to
• Wide, 4-10
dates before 1880, we found finger pointing up We found its owner, if such a thing is
Full sizes only
no Freemans or any pieces this symbol repeated on
a passible after 112 years!
of headstones that would ling- number of smaller stones in
If the grave of Elisha Freegest they might be the lower both the cemeteries at Wingo man is not located, we will
portion of the stone we have, and in Camp Beauregard Ceme- donate
the stone- together
Hill tery at Water Valley, but found with this account- to the old
A Search at pleasant
east
of
cemetery,
Water no stone anywhere that approx- printing museum at the Union
same imeying.
car ted the
Valley, produced the
grandeur ot the City Fairgrounds. We'll
be
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
results.
willing to bet that„tag
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Bay Family Shoe gore

OLD

01' 1i

WELCOME TO OUR GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
MAY 26-27-28

FREE
Pepsi-Bubble Up-Dr.Pepper-or Root Beer
with each order of Hamburger, Hot Dog or French
Fries.

FREE DRAWING!
REGISTER DURING OPENING DAYS FOR
- 1. $25. In Cash
-2. AU the ice cream you can eat at one
sitting.
The completely-rebuilt BURGER Bar is the former Dan -Cream.
lo7ated on West State Line'next to Fulton High and elementary
schools. Everything is NEW,for your dining pleasure.

-ME1111Orders For Ice Milk Products
(Cones, Sundaes, Banana Splits,
etc.) must be placed inside. No
curb service on these items.
Cones
.10 .15 .25
Banana Split
.50
Parfait
.50
Six Flavors of Shakes
and Sundaes
.25 .35
Shakes
Malts
.05 Extra
Sundae
.30 .40
ICE COLD DRINKS
Pepsi-Cola
.10 .15 .25 Dr. Pepper
.10 .15 .25
Bubble-Up _____ .10 .15 .25 Root Beer
.10 .15 .25

Jiffy Dog
.35
Chuckwagon
_ .35
Hamburger
.23
Cheeseburger
28
Doubleburger
.40
Double Cheeseburger _
.48
Man-Size Burger
.65
French Fries
.23
Hot Dog
.25
Fish Sandwich
.35
Coffee
.15

Spottesely-clean interior features modern, roomy serving bar with every7.'
,
.ihing conveniently located nearby for prompt service.

•

-REGULAR HOURSMONDAY THRU THURSDAY ___ 10 am to 10 pm
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
10 am toll pm
SUNDAYS
12: noon to 10 pm

urger bar
WEST STATE LINE AT COLLEGE

FULTON KY.

MILK SHAKES SPECIALLY PRICED
Al 20c And 30c

For yeur convenience, The BURGUR BAR hsees
handsome new him*
ores, a eiond-up counter, and outdoor curb service
to your tar. Take your
choice,
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'Lasting Fun' Of Sports Emphasized
By PAT MOYNAHAN
Sun-Densecrat Sports Writer
MURRAY, Ky.—"The greatest thing about sports is being a part of it," J. H."Babe"
McCarthy, coach and general
manager of the American
Baskeball Association Memphis Pros, said in Murray
Wednesday night.
Coach McCarthy spoke to
over 500 athletes and Murray
State University supporters at
the annual MSU Athletic Banquet. Following McCarthy's
remarks, three former Racer
greats were induced into the
MSU Hall of Fame and athletic awards in each sport
were presented.
Speaking with a distinctive
Southern drawl and interspersing his comments with stories
from coaching days at Mississippi State University,
Coach McCarthy focused on
being a part of a team, win or
lose.
"If you are playing and
wearing that blue and gold
uniform and if it means very
much to you, you will be giving it your all and you will be
getting from it all you
deserve," Coach McCarthy
emphasized.
A native of Baldwin, Miss.,
the ABA coach said sports is
"lasting fun" in contrast to
the passing excitement of the
citrus. The circus tents come

down when the show is over,
he poled out, but "when you
compete in a big game and
win, that's lasting fun."
The "big game" for Coach
McCarthy, who won four
Southeastern Conference titles
and copped Coach of the Year
honors three times in ten
years as heed mentor at
Mississippi State, was the
1962 match at Kentucky.
The previous year had been
the year of the "great upset
by Kentucky." The Wildcats
knocked off the Maroons,
eventual SEC champs, at
Starkville and hung a wreath
on Coach McCarthy's door
which said "Rest in Peace."
Coach McCarthy kept the
wreath to take back to Kentucky in 1962. In the clash at
Lexington, the Bulldogs defeated the unbeaten Wildcats
49-44 sinking seven of eight
shots in a deliberate, secondhalf slowdown. And they hung
the wreath on Kentucky's basket.
"That was the greatest vIctery I ever saw," Coach McCarthy explained, "because
we did what we wanted to do."
"That wreath was a symbol
of victory," he added, "and
we could not have used It unless we won."
Turning to great athletes,
Coach McCarthy called Bailey
Howell the "greatest person I

know In athletics." "Howell
Is an Ideal example of a fine
Christian athlete," he said.
"He had all the qualifications
and he never got too big for
his britches."
Coach McCarthy said he
had the right to be a basketball coach even though he
never played college basketball because he had the desire
to be a coach and because of
his friends.
"The great things in life
come to you through the work
of others," he stressed. "Don't
let people drive wedges between you and your parents,
the cops or the races. Athletics have played a major
role in bringing the races
together."
The Pros' coach also cautioned athletes against criticizing their coaches and blaming them for the team's losses. He suggested looking into
a mirror Instead.
"When you lose, look in the
mirror because you are a
part of the team. If you are
the star and the team is lousy,
you must be a lousy star."
"Coaches are the same all
the time," the former ABA
Coach of the Year pointed
out. "They change according
to the people they are working with."

Coach McCarthy cernplimented the Murray State
athletic program and COM3Bes.
Admitting he tried to get Athletic Director Cal Luther to
accept the head cage post at
Minnesota he remarked, "I
thing Cal Luther is one of the
greatest basketball coaches in
the country."
The Memphis coach also
praised the MSU freshman
squad which compiled an unbeaten 21-0 record and challenged the team to reach the

Fulton, Ky.
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Ask Mr()

heights that his 1959-60 Bulldog frosh gained, Those
freshmen went on to win three
straight SEC titles.
In regard to the MSU program, he said "the opportunity to participate in a fine athletic program is also one of
the greatest things in sports."
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IClIARD iEES,IN 1776,
itergel7VCE17 J THE
CONTINENTAL CaNGI2E5c
Ttl6 12E-So1VTloN CALLING
Foe- -OW INVEpENVENCE
OF THE eMegicapj
COLONIES • ME LAtEgalki
ra es I PENT m- Thf CDPJ612ESS

Today television spends close
to $200 million a year for broadcast rights to sports, and sports
constitute 10 per cent of commercial programming.

A. That would be Wexford,
a town of 12,000 that hays spectlas
actulanr doapyesraineovecntot
Q. If drunk drivers cause so
rrinPeople
October.
many accidents, why aren't more come from all over Europc.les
steps taken to get them off the one of the many fun festivafi
._,
road? — Bernadine Crawford, in Ireland each year.
Olympia, Ws.
Q. I want to see the Yucatap
A. Many states are stiffening
area and Cozumel. Is this:wile
their implied consent programs
bible on a one-week trip?
and are taking assay more s—
more—Don TITT,
Beltsc,
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driters' licenses. If you cant
inYucgtg
formation on helping star on will .e _
you enjoy Mends,
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is Director. Allstate Plaza F-3,
you'll have three days to relax
Northbrook. III., 60062.
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d usyystihess
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GET
EviOR Y °IMO!
YOURTNHOLIDA
OPEN MONDAY,MAY 31ST. — I A. M. TO 6 P. M.

SUPER-RIGHT

SMOKED HAMS
BONELESS QUARTERS
OR PRESLICED

Banquet.

WHOLE

BANQUET

or HALF

Smoked Ham.
Canned Ham
wfl

COOK-IN-BAGS

LB.

SUPER-RIGHT

4ck:

$169

FRYER PARTS

FRESH ROASTIIIIG

Chicicens'''"'"'",. St
OLD 152--One of the three steam engines which stand at the Kentucky Railway Museum is
01' 152. During its service, it carried Al Capone to prison and hauled Teddy Roosevelt's presidential campaign tour. The museum, located on Louisville's River Road, is the only one of its
kind in Kentucky. (Jim Toole Photo).
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To Be Started

At UT-Martin

Social
Training
Approved

A significant step in the quest MURRAY, Ky.,
Mut,
academic excellence is being ray State University's new procelebrated at the University of gram to train school social
Tennessee at Martin Friday, with workers has been approved by
Ste formal installation of a
the State Board of Education,
ehapter of the national Honor
.
according to an announcement
Society of Phi Kappa Phi
by
President
Harry M. Sparks.
Dr. Archie R. Dykes, who has
been a member of the society This graduate-level uoriPeraProles*
d
rii
ekNi
r
TECNIIICOLOR
UntArtists *ice his 1959 initiation at the live training by the School of
Tennessee. Education and the Social Work
of
University
Knoxville, describes the event as Program will start this SUMgreat tribute to the diligent met.
SATURDAY ONLY efforts
and fine scholastic students completing this new
of UTM administrators:: mmtieumm will be awarded the
records
Two Action Hits!
faculty members and students degree of master of arts in eda_
At the afternoon installation
James Stewart
provisional
ceremonies, petitioners are to cation
cation with
socialcertifia school
wort.
as
presented a charter by Dr.
be
Dean Martin - in
Albertine Krohn, professor of as•
Chemistry at the University of This work will be directed by
"BANDOLERO"
Toledo and regional vice Prof. Wallace E. Baggett, a FaTechnicolor!
president of Phi Kappa Phi ducah native, who joined the
Ifighteen former members of Phi University faculty last fall as
—
—
Kappa Phi are joining the U-T director of the social Work pro.
Martin chapter, and M faculty gram offered by the depart.
members and administrators and mem of sociology and mum.
$3 students are being initiated.
gl
i
a=n
To be installed as officers are
.-ijeha H. wataua heads this
Dr. William H. Baker. dean of the "'"
Busi„,„
department,
which was created
of
School
Administration, president: Mrs aYear ago.
Sandra Gossum. assistant 'The wring of or-hoW social
professor of mathematics, workers is relatively new in
Sunday Tian Tuesday secretary:
Miss Bettye Giles. Kentucky, exoept for certain
associate professor of physical urban areas, Haggett said, “But
education, treasurer: and James more systems are recognizing
Spears, assistant professor of the urgent need of done liaison
English. and Wayne Tansil. between schools and theIr .10director of public relations and dente, families.
.
publications, public relations an todartne who graduated
officers.
Dr. Milton Simmons. chairman from Murray State In 1115i, Bet
of the Department of Psychology grit held' a master's degree In
and .Religious Studies and
_ wort from the University
president-eleet of the chapter.
Ter/mama. Knoxville.
along with other new officers. In 19112-89 he was a payckdatric
will assume duties October 11. social worker with the Paducah
1971
Mental Health Center.
Two addresses are to highlight He has also taught in Tames
the evening banquet program: Nee and Illinois imbue 'clank
"Scholarship as an Objective," end
socialservices dIrec
by Chancellor Dykes, and far the nwiwetwww of Tennessee
(lone on the Youth
"Oh
—
before joining
Columbia at l.D&
by
Culture,"
.
the Murray Stets faculty.
University professor of history
and internationally known MurraY States underiawknin
author, Dr. Walter Metzger.
OutirkulUM as soda' pot has
70 majors.
"This under graduate preLace Tradition Kept
LEFKARA, Cyprus — The greni." Beggsh imid. "is re.
spondee to the Motel pmbiems
yroman of this village main
sod ham confrooling America
a tradition elms
today eng prepares students for
Introduced by die Vesiethine
weer podtions In the breed
Veers ark
Sold of social services."
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Murray AU-Sports Banquet—

urner,
,Young,Barrett
JGrab Top MSU Awards
By JERRY ATKINS
.1310-Densocrit Spats Eater
.34URRAY, •Ky.—S printer
litmrale Turne r, basketball
spy Jimmy Young and freshman standout Steve Barrett reeinved top honors at the annual
athletic banquet honoring the
lluxughbreds of Murray State
University here Wednesday
naght.
More than MO athletes and
pests assembled in the Student
Ifilion Ballroom for the buffetstyle banquet. Babe McCarthy,
coach of the American Basketball Association Memphis Pius,
was principal speaker for the
event which honored athletes in
11 msu sport..
A highlight of the banquet
Was the histalladon of three
former athletes into the Murray State Hall of Fame. Introduced by Dr. L J. Horton,
'Chairmen of the Department
fit Journalism, were Joim Herthaa Shaw, current baseball
coach Johnny "Red" Reagan
and retired coach and athletic
director Roy Stewart.
-1.11SU athletic director and
Shad basketball coach Cal Luther, introduced by Toastmaster
Co1. Elf Binison, presented a
hilef outline of Murray sports
kg the 1970-71 season. "Overall,
I:think we had a very successful athletic program this year,"

in each sport were presented by
C. A. Byrn, representing Hunt's
Athletic Goods of Mayfield.
Award winners were:
--Cross Country, Jim Krejci;
—Golf, Mike Reitz;
—Soccer, Titus Cacao;
—Football, Dave Ford;
—Baseball, Ed Parrish;
—Track, Tommie Turner;
—Tennis, Mike Whiny;
—Women's tennis, Cindy Almendinger;
—Basketball (tie), Ron Johnson and Les Taylor;
Women's Basketball (tie), Pat
Ward and Carla Coffey;
—Women's Track (tie), Carla
Coffey and Pat Ward.
Several outstanding individual
efforts were recognized throughout the awards program:
Turner, OVC champion in both
the 440 and 220 yard dashes for
the last three years, was recognized for his NCAA victory in
the 220 dash—the first Murray
Or OVC track performer to ever
win-an NCAA event. Turner also
teams with Fred Sowerby, Ashman Samuels and LeeRoy Mc-,
Ginnis to form MSU's outstanding mile relay team, one of the
fastest and best in the nation.
Coach Buddy Hewitt's golf
team scored the university's
first-ever OVC championship
last weekend and team member
Chris Pigott was individual medalist with a four-under-par 212
for the 54-hole event. Other
members of the team were Bob
Filberth, Johnny Quertermous,
Paul Celano, Vernon Marcoullier and Mike Reitz.
Young, a leading scorer for
the Racer cage team that posted a 19-5 record this year, established a new Murray record
for free - throw shooting and
teammate co-captain Hector
Blondet set a new career record
for field-goal accuracy.

Ittither said. "We entered 174
clapetitive events and won 125
... . six of our sports finished
in the first division in the Ohio
Valley Conference . . . we had
one champion and five second
pieces plus numerous individual
=tribunals."
.: Turner, a senior from St.
,ouis, received the "Outstanding Athlete of Year" award.
Presented by Dave Kemper of
The Murray Soccer team won
KENS-TV in Cape Girardeau, the first-ever Kentucky InterTurner received the award for collegiate Championship.
the second consecutive year.
Chuck Cantrell led the OVC In
._ Young, all-OVC in basketball punting and was named to Alltwice and co-captain of the OVC teams along with Dave
p7o1 Racers, pc the coveted Ford, Ken Peloc,. Bitty Hess,
' Lir Athlete' award. A na- Glenn Fausey. -Cfeorge &eat. . al Cunningham,. Tenn., field. Jack_ Waite and. .F.rank.
o ung received the award, Head.
Les Taylor was named OVC
presented by the Sun-Democrat,
following a vote of varsity "sophomore of the year" and
joined Young, Ron Johnson and
Coaches.
. Barrett, a freshman standout Biondet on All-OVC teams. Murin both basketball and baseball, ray's cage quint also set a new
took the "Freshman Athlete of OVC standkril for field-goal percentage.
Year" award presented by
Carla Coffey, a junior from
sports editor Wendell Givens Somerset,
won the 100-meter
of the Mayfield Messenger. An hurdles
in the national meet of
Otwell, Ind. product, the 5-foot-9 the Division
of Girls and Wombarren was a star guard on the en's Sports last weekend, setasbeaten MSU freshman basket- ting a meet record of :14.6.
ball team.
The wamen's track team,
. Most valuable player awards coached by Margaret Simmons,

was intercollegiate champion of
Kentucky.
Quarterback Matt Haug received the first NCAA Academic
Award ever presented a Murray State graduate.
Luther, who resigned at Murray a few weeks ago to accept
the head basketball coaching
position at the University of
Minnesota and then returned a
day later, sought to "set the
reefed stpight" on the incident.
"I found out the real spirit
of what actually is involved at
Murray State University when I
got to Minnesota and looked
around the campus," he stated.
"1 guarantee our program easilz
tops theirs."
Luther said he phoned MSU
President Dr. Harry Sparks
"collect" to ask him if he
"wanted me back." Dr. Sparks,
who earlier in the program had
Introduced Mrs.' Luther as the
"only lady to ever recruit a
Big Ten basketball coach at
Murray ...State," accepted the
call, Luther said, and allowed
the 13-year veteran coach to
return.
During the Hall of Fame portion of the program, Dr. Bonin
briefly 'sketched the athletic
background of the three newest
inductees.
Shaw, a native of Hornbeak,

THE
FAMILY LAWYER
Barbed Humor
"Many a truth," says an old
proverb, "is spoken in jest."
But what about a lie that is
spoken in jest? Is a false statement excusable if the speaker is
"only kidding"?
Consider the case of a television personality who, in the
course of his patter, referred to
one of his guests as "a member
of the Mafia."
he remark got a big laugh
from the audience, but the guest
was not amused. Instead, he filed
a defamation suit against his
host, accusing him of soiling an
innocent person's good name.
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Gold Map
N.Y.
NEW YORK—ht 1886 the Nee Were Money
CAIRO — The ancient EgyptYork Tribune became the Brat
newspaper to be set by Lino ians did not produce coins, but
type. Today more than 900 tau they used various for M a of
guages and dialects around the money, especially gold rings
shelled like bracelets.
world are set jay this met.
ters moat In the law of defamederogatory remark seriously, the
tion. Unless listeners take a
person's reputation simply is not
harmed.
On the other hand, a jest may
indeed be defamatory if those
who bear it take it as true. Thus:
A guest at a party passed the
word that his hostess had been
dabbling in. adultery. When she
later sued him for defamation,
he explained that he had been
trying to be funny.
"How can I be liable," he said,
"when I had no guilty intent? It
isn't my fault that some people
just did not catch on."
But the court ordered him to
pay damages for failing to make
his humorous intentions clear. As
one judge put it:
"A person shall not be allowed
to murder another's reputation in
jest."
Even words of flattery may be
defamatory if they carry a hidden sting. Another case arose because of repeated references to a
local political leader as "beautiful" and "godlike." In fact, the
man was widely known to have
an ugly deformity, left from a
severe illness some years earlier.
(No white paint on sale)
Under these circumstances, the
court held that the words of
seeming praise were actually defamatory. The court said the insult was no less painful, merely
because it came in disguise.

Tribune First

SPECIAL
PRICES

Tenn. and current resident of
Mayfield, could not attend the
banquet because of an illness in
his family. Accepting for the
football, basketball and baseball
star of the 1931-34 era was a
teammate, J. D. Rayburn.
Shaw played on the undefeated, untied 1933 football team as
a blocking back. He carried the
ball 14 times and gained 211
yards in MSU's most thrilling
triumph . . . a 105-0 win over
the University of Louisville
During his three years of football, Murray had a 18-5-5 record
and the basketball team posted
a 41-14 mark.
Reagan, who has won seven
OVC championships in 14 years
as Racer baseball coach, was
a four-year starter on the MSU
basketball team, making the allNevertheless, the court turned
conference team each year. A
three-year captain of the hard- cloy. n the guest's claim. The judge
wood five, Reagan also played pointed out that the remark not
only was intended to be funny
shortstop for the baseball team hut
also was taken that way by
as a freshman and sophomore, the audience.
switched
and then
to pitching
It is this last item—the reacas a junior and senior.
tion of the audience—that matCoach Stewart, for whom the
new football stadium complex An American Bar
Association public service feature by Will Bernard,
will be named, was head football coach at Murray for 12 sea- devote more time to his job an ball coach for one year
before_
sons, including the 1933 unbeat- athletic director in 1041.
FULTrIN,
raking over the reigns the next.
en club. His teams won 00 Stewart canes to Murray in Re ended 35 years 'at the
unlgames, lose34 and tied 11 before 1932, serving under the late Car- versity with his
retirement as
he stepped down as coach to lisle Cutchin as assistant foot- athletic director in 1967.
0.41040110.04.410-0-•-•••1114.0,40.41041041040.010,41•4411,40,41.1104/Osealasealla4seliallabali-elastaelailallialens.

ON CLOSE-OUT
PAINT AND
WALLPAPER
See us before you buy.

Exchange Furn. Co.
KY.

1

22"Rotomalic
Rotary Mower

18"Rotomatic
Rotary Mower

Has a wide, time.
saving 22' cut

Famous quality—
Budget pticed

0

Air Cooled Cushion
Pals rear
opotot notI
3-hp. Briggs & Stratton engine with E-Z Spin starter.
Rear baffle & 4-hole height
adjustment,Catcher optiaaaL

1
.
23

wCHL
Front and back in multicolor
striped pattern complements
any interior. Helps keep you
cool while driving.171/ettafra

Has dependable 3-hp. engine.
Adjustable cutting height &
heavy-duty 14 gauge steel
deck. Includes rear bailie.
'77.7r....a

FOLDS FLAT
x 16 WEB

DE

COL

EC

Scat Bat
4 HP Mini-Bike

Folding
Adjustable Chaise
Solid Lime Green
Polypropylene webs

famous 4 cycle
Tecumseh engine

Magnetic Broom

Noffsinger
Is Chapter
President
URRAY, Ky.—Dr. Hugh A.
Nesinger, chairmin of the de*Meat of school administration and supervision at Murray
Stale University, has been inMOM as president of the local
dhipler of Phi Delta Kappa, a
pridesalonal fraternity for men
fallthlocatIon.
llitior to Joining the Murray
St.faculty In 1964, he was suptentemdent of the city schools
In-.4efferscev(lle, Ind. He also
he8 been principal of schools at
Bietnen, Ky., and Ft. Campbell,

A

MSU Cage
Schedule
Announced
MURRAY, Ky.—A 25-game
basketball schedule has been
announced for Murray State
University by coach and athletic
director Cal Luther. A 26th
game. scheduled with Miami
University, fell through when
Miami dropped basketball.
Luther said he would like tt
fill the Dec. 4 date left vacant
by Miami's cancellation if an
opponent could be found.
The Racers will play in the
University of Evansville's Holiday Tournament Dec. 29-30 along
with Seattle, the University of
the Pacific, and Evansville.
Four teams, Arkansas Tech, Illinois State, Western Carolina,
and Corpus Christi, appear on
the Racer schedule for the first
time and another, DuQuesne,
for the first time in a number
of years.
Other non-conference foes in.
chide Bradley, Oral Roberts,
Louisiana College, and Parson'.
The complete schedule follows:

native Kentuckian, Dr. Hoffsinger holds bachelor's and mar.tes degrees }ran Western
Rent tic ky University. Ile seabed the doctor of education
degree from Indiana University,
where be was a research assistant while pursuing doctoral
steillest.
4s Phi Delta Kappa president,
he: succeeds Dean Donald B.
Hoar of the School of EduceOak who has headed the Mar.
rig chapter since its installsthlp in 1989.
The April initiation of 10 men
bshught the chapter member- Dee. I-Arkanar Tech
11-funou Mate
to apprOximately 100. Pan' Dee.
Dee. 13-Wrtarn Carolina
are represented in this Dee. 111-41radlas
A
Dee. 111.-Oral Roberts
: Kentucky, Tennessee, DeallS410-itvenevtile Tournament
(Rverwilhe. Seattle. Cab. et
and Illinois.
Tadao/
A
new officers are: Dr
it-Loulalana Caller
11
/an. IS-Morehead
Oakley, vice president
15-lietern Eanturkr
); Dr. William Ryan, lee. Is-Ceres@ Carla!
SI-Tennessee Tech
A
•fp e president (membership); lea.
Jan. 114-Radat Tanneree
A
Jr. M-111•Me Tennamee
A
Dr; James Frank, vice presi- Pm.
In -Warent Kantucks
Fl
de!t (projects); James Hall,
Feb". a-Amer Peas
H
secretary; lames Feltner, tree- Feb.
1-nuileasne
A
P.S. 111-lernmea llortory
A
Illter: James WhIlledge, hist°. P.S.
111--altereiout
A
ritIth Dr. Joe L. Green, news- trah. 10-Zait Tensammo
H
P.S. 11-Temmams Mob
kat eater; and Dr. Jules Har- coelli—Wortara
Itandenkr
A
min and Dr. & M. Matarazro,' P.S. 1111-10651e Taumeirm
n
Mania 4-Anotan Pam ...........A
epsilon.
M-411eme. A-Arr.

High strength pollsiied aluminum tubing, steel folding
device, 5-positions,self-levellag front legs. Attractive!

Double looped steel frame.
Fsee manual start, foot operated brake, sure-grip throttle, automatic clutch. Use on
public highways, streets and
sidewalks prohibited.

Ideal to clean up lint, dog
and cat hair. Will not scratch
—polishes salt cleans. Washable and aturdilv built.

SAVE NOW
END OF
MONTH

11111111th

Automatic
Steam-Dry Iron
Non-Slick

1/2"vinalawn
Braided Hose

Soleplate

20"Roll-Around Fan
finest Quality.
Fully Adjustable!
Contoured handle. cool to
hold. Easy to use. Extra high
cord lift. Fully automatic.
Fabric dial for correct heat.

$2491

11-Speed,360
.
direction,easily
moved,intake or exhaust use,
greatest possible efficiency.
Won't interfere with TV!

Reinforced with nylon track
tire cord, rplalitY brass core;
pihsgs; 100% ethyl, squats
inttchsturibdiea

=r

L
Milky

1

Pit

FL
nec

BANKAMERICARD

master charge

FULTON
4714000
100 West Stet* Line
Open Daily 7:3111 a. m. to 5:30 pi. m.
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20 PIECE SET

1910
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coins, but
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Fulton, Ky.

EKCO ETERNA STONE WARE
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The Prices In This Ad Good From Wed.
8:00 A. M. Thru Tues. 6:00 P. M. June
1st. We Reserve The Right To Limit.
CHARM1N

NAPKINS 2 - 60 ci. Pkg. _ _ _ _ _ _ 29c

Register At Our Store

PRIDE OF.ILLINOIS

PORK and BEANS 8 - 16oz.
- Cans $1.00

A

lb.8
9
c
Bag

SACRAMENTO

46-oz. Can _ _ 35c

savoy

SALAD DRESSING Qt. Jar _ _

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES _ __ 39c

PE i c Es

GRAPE JELLY 3- 18-oz. Jars_. $1.00

SHASTA

STAR KIST

CAN DRINKS

3

SACRAMENTO

10c

KOOL

no. 2 1/2

6 Pkgs.

39c

2 -6 1/2-oz. Cans

89c

(Chick

DINNER

- B. and Shr(mP
'
)

27 1/2-oz. Pkg. _ _

COLLEGE INN

-

26-oz. Box

BR
E
,
D
(
l
i
m
i
t
_
3
,
,
BUBBLE

2 Lg. Boxes

TIDE

790
B scu Ts
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
_
Pillsbury

5 Lb.Bag

49c

With This Coupon - No other purchase
necessary. —With Coupon 20c
Void After May 19, 1971

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

10 Lb. Bag

89c

With This Coupon and $7.50 Add. Purchase.
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
Limit - 1 Coupon Per Family
Vold After June 2, 971

1 'III

I

mni

•

Lb. 39c

Lb.59c BACON

Lb.59c

lb.

89c

FRESH SLICED

1/ 4 PORK LOIN

Lb. 59c BEEF LIVER

Lb 49c

FRESH

PORK CUTLETS

Lb.79c PICNICS

Lb. 39c

LB.
BAG

CREAM PIES
ASSORTED

189

14 1/2 oz.

,

16-oz. Bottle _ _ _ 69c
$1.00

lb.
Aq

25
3
c
A
2
.
A
N
z
.
$1
25
2 150POT i TOES
COCA COLA
19
Toma
0
toes
CHIF
FON
34;1
$
Dr.PEPPER 4Bottles
,

BALLAD
PILLSBURY
(LIMIT 6)

SCOPE

4 - 16-oz. Cans

Fresh Ground
3 lbs. or more

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

FRESH

MILK
MAID

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 303 Cans $1.00

NACKERAL

590
9

FROZEN SEEE
ALD SW T

Del Monte

CALIFORNIA JACK

lb.

FLOUR PET RITZ ORANGE JUICE

DETERGENT
GIANT PKG.

MOUTH WASH

PORK

ENDS & CENTERS MIXED

59c

AK

Fresh Sliced

Lb 59c SAUSAGE

LEGS & THIGHS

39c

79t

lb

CHOICE
LESS
CHUCK

45c TOOTH PASTE Lg. Tube

Lb. 69:

COUNTRY STYLE

BREAST

CREST

TREND

SPARE RIBS

19c Ro , ST Buo.sN.ED.A.

39c TREND .-oz. Bottle

DRY

Godchaux
SUGAR

59c
10c

15 1/2 oz.
Loaf

Lb. 19c

FRESH 3 LBS. AND UNDER

CHICKEN

LICUID

CLUB

NECK BONES

$11

CHICKEN

Miss Liberty

FLOUR

_

MISS LIBERTY

3 - 15-oz. Cans _ $1.00 SALT

lb.

Cut

BURGER

i

'

4- 5-oz. Cans

59t
Lb. 39c

U.S.D.A.
ST IChoicep
*.
.

FRESH

Portion
LB.

4 3/oz.

Rich'
and'Ready

89c PUDDING

(Chicken or Be•f)

EGG NOODLES

MY T-FINE

A

Southern Belle
5 toavg.

lb.

with coupon.

1.

PORK BRAINS

HAMS
.
4, 4
59

Butt
Portion

Paper
Jumbo Roll

Heinz
Strained

Lb. 25c

Prime
Shoulder
Swiss

29
B i By FOOD(Lim..
ja..r9

CHUM KING

$1.00

490

U.S.

Scot Towels

303
Cans $1

3 Lbs.

PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar _ _ _ 49c

CORN
Teenie Weenie
Whole Kennel
or Cream Style
Golden

FRESH

lb.

JIFF

ADE

FAT BACK

FRESH SLICED

Sliced

(Chunk Style)

TUNA

NICE THICK

SKINLESS FRANKS 12-oz.Pkg. 49c

tick Ro
3
sTE , K

49c

HOLSUM

lb.

ARMOUR OR MORRELL

BEEF LIVERS

SALAD BOWL

TOMATO JUICE

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

I

suG R . tohdcha .. 10

WE REDEEM
U. S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

Shop Liberty - Our special good 7 full
days. Open Sundays 9a. m. - 7 p. m.

B coN

f

U.S. NO I

8 oz.
can

0
wR
LB.
iT
EH
AuSp
Dc
Ho
W
0
EN
D1
BAG290
FRESH

LIQUID DETERGENT

32 oz.

22 oz.

GREEN

ONIONS

,

EGGS

MISS LIBERTY
(LIMIT 3)
GRADE "A" AQED.

DOZ
$1

10 Lb.Bag

Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
Limit - 1 Coupon Per Family
Void After Juni 1, 1971

3 - 19-oz. Pkg. __ __ 89c

With This Coupon - No other purchase
necessary.
COUPON WORTH 46c

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
U. S. No. 1 Red Washed

POTATOES

Pillsbury

CAKE MIX

29c

Void After May 19, 1971

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
scot! Paper

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll

POLE BEANS
FIRM RIPE
-

Bananas

LB.
•

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Gravy

. TRAIN

21
'
Coupon Worth 14c - With this coupon no
other purchase necessary.
VOID AFTER MAY 19th

10c
,
- Li 2k

FRESH

Coupon
Cecil's Liberty
Li_

Dog

Food

5 LI Bag

69c

With This Coupon - No other purchase
necessary.
COUPON WORTH 24c
J
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Home of Mr., Mrs. John Owings

Historic Oakton Home Project
Carried Out By New Owner
By OUIDA JEWELL
San-Democrat Correspondent
OAKTON, Ky. — In 1969 when
John Owings, who had worked
as an engineer at a Sears, Roebuck store in Chicago. Ill., for
over 20 years, retired, he and
his wife, Lucille, decided to purchase a home in their native
Hickman County.
Their choice was a beautiful,
hvo-story, pre-Civil War house
In the community of Oakton,
southwest of Clinton.
Owings was from old Columbus and his playground as a
child had been the old Civil War
trenches and all of the other
Columbus historical spots now
at the bottom of the river.
His wife is a native of Moe
cow.
Mrs. Owings' I a mil y first
moved to Oakton in 1922 and
'be and her husband moved to
'Chicago a few years after their
marriage in 1933.
"When we bought this old
house, the oldest in this area

now, little did 1 realize John
would singlehandedly remodel
It from top to bottom, alone,
pith the exception of my sideWalk superintendency, but here
it stands almost finished, the
entire work of one retired man,
an accomplishment within itself. I think," said Mrs. Owings.
The Owingses' home is located on the village site of an old
Indian hunting camp.
The house was built in three
stages. One room pre-dates the
Civil War, the other was added
in 1870, and the last four rooms
were built in 1895 by a Dr.
Wrather.'
According to Mrs. Owings.
one of Dr. Wrather's claims to
fame is a grandson who is the
producer of the TV show, "Lassie."
"One source says he was the
uncle," she said.
"Around 1890, the Methodists
wanted a new church with a
steeple that rose high into the
sky. Saner voices cautioned

such a structure as top-heavy,
but the spire rose high into the
sky. The first big windstorm
caught it and spun the church
Into crumbled rubble, thus, Dr.
Wrather had it salvaged and
built the four front rooms," Mrs.
Owings said.
She continued, "Oakton's first
Delco lights and bathroom facilities were built by Mr. Bob
Rash in 1913 here, for he bought
It (the house) from a Dr. Berry,
who in turn had bought out Dr.
Wrather when he m oved to
Texas."
An interesting thing about the
place is the half-attic now
sealed, that is above the two
back rooms. It was there that
the boys slept as did most pioneer boys in earlier days.
Where the huge fireplace
stood at the ea st end of the
house, one can now look out a
large window Into manicured
fields, wooded patches and rolling hills.
"There have been a few ru-

mors of 'haunts' from time to
time. Some previous occupants
swear it 13 1111. Others sae."
Mrs. Owings reported.
It is said that the first room
of the old house was used before the Civil War sea Methodist Church, and that sick and
weary Confederate soldiers
stopped there to rest on their
evacuation of Columbus during
the Civil War.
"I only knew It as the home
of Miss Blanche Holland in my
childhood." Mrs. Owings said.
There is a huge oak tree in
the front yard that, according to
Mrs. Owings, may be over 150
years old, depending on who is
dating it.
"If so it may have been growing when Hickman County was
formed 150 years ago this December, and It well could have
been a play-rut for the Indian
children that' lived a few feet
away nearer the crest of the
hill below," she explained.
Mrs. Owings has an urgent
desire to compile a more comprehensive histfiry of Hickman
County than has been attempted
to date.
"My attempts to date have
been assembling pictures, conversations and sources for more
data for a later date, hopefully
some of you more learned and
schooled would come forward
and help make it a Joint effort,
using any proceeds after expenses toward a wing for another county library we will
hopefully have in the near future, devoted to our history,
crafts and talents of present
and past Hickman countians,"
said Mrs. Owings.
"In the earlier years our
county had several talented artists, for it was the day of a
more classical education. I have
a water color by Miss Elsie
Scarbrough, some work by Bettie Owings and several sketches
by the late James Jackson just
waiting for such a place," the
Oakton lady explained.
John Owings is the son of
John L. and Ruby Pollock Owings of old Columbus and his
grandfather, J. P. Pollock was
mayor of old Columbus for several years when it was in its
heyday.
Mrs. Owings Is the daughter
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Mrs. Alta Jobe (above) and Mrs. Joanne Taylor (below) help prevent forest fires by serving as tower watchers in Boyd County for
the Kentucky Division of Forestry. At Laurel Ridge Tower Mrs.
Jobe uses an alidade to pinpoint the location of a suspicious
smoke while at Argillite Tower Mrs. Taylor radios a fire report to
district forestry headquarters in Morehead.
of Luther M. and Eva Allen
Bryars, Her Mother was a native of Randolph aunty, Ark.,
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SIZES 29 - 36

$2.77

$3.00
LADIES

MENS REGULAR

BLOUSES t
1.s,.,,
Regularly $2
Now
$1.50
t
aro

\

Permanent Press

DRESS SLACKS
$2.77
BOYS FAST BACK

SWIM WEAR'

JEANS

New Styles, Colors

SIZES 16 TO 18
Regularly $3.99

$8 To $12

$2.99

BEACH TOWELS,$2 and $3

Ladies Shorts
ONE LOT AT ONLY

77c

KNIT SHIRTS
LARGE SELECTION OF
STYLES AND COLORS

MENS
TOOlAnd Tackle
KNIT SHIRTS
BOX

Only $2.99

1971 CHEVELLE 2-door hardtop, Tenn. tags,
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air, extra nice!
1971 IMPALA Custom Coupe, Tenn. tags,
Sandalwood color, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, white tires, tinted glass, big
wheel covers, extra nice, low mileage;
we sold it new.
1970 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop,
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air.
Three others as above but in different colors.
1970 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE, 2-door,
Tennessee tags, grey, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory.
air, custom wheel covers, extra nice!
1970 BUICK 225 Limited (2) one black, one
blue, each with vinyl top, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, power
windows, power seats, factory air.
1970 BUICK Skylark 2-door hardtop; brown,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air, extra
nice!

GMAC

77c

615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours Mon. thru Thu:, 8:30-6;Fri.- 8:30•8

Sente
sclera
State
reti
In I
Pertzt
stiff
and
jorin
crests
App
State

1966 PONTIAC CATALINA 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, green, green vinyl top, green
vinyl trim, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air, 1 owner;
extra nice!
1968 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan, Tenn. tags,
green, V8, automatic, power steering,
factory air.
1968 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop. Blue with
Ky. tags. V-8 automatic, vinyl top, power steering, power brakes and factory
air.
1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door sedan, Tennessee tag, white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL LS, Kentucky tag, blue, 4-speed,
radio.
1967 RAMBLER 2-door hardtop, Tenn. tags,
brown, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes; nice!
1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST 4-door sedan;
Kentucky tag, white, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, 1-owner; local car!
1966 IMPALA 4-door Sedan. Bronze with
Tenn. title. V8 automatic and power
steering.
1969 FORD 2 TON TRUCK. Red with V-8
4-speed transmission and 2-speed axle.
Brand new midwest bed and hoist. 14'5"
bed. Ready to go.
We Have A Salesman On Duty Until
8:
p. m. Monday thru Friday and on Saturday
afternoons until 5: p. m.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK

100% NYLON TRICOT

• N. HIRSCH a. CO.

tricked
o: s
luooe
even

41
R
.

********
make memorial day
memorable with a
great
used car

1969 IMPALA 4-door sedan, Kentucky tag,
gold and white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1969 IMPALA 4-door hardtop; Tenn. tags,
white, black vinyl roof, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, sharp!,
1968 CHEVELLE SS 2-door hardtop, Tenn.
tags, green, V8, automatic.

$1.99

EXTRA HEAVY!

2
g
come
doay.

Irons Graves County of the GanMr. and Mrs. Owings have
blin-Gough families, "before old four children, Mrs. Carol Dee- Calif., John Jr. and Leslie KarChief Paduke moved from Pa- ver of Wilmette, Ill., Mrs. Bev- en Owings of Laurel:on, N.Y.
They have five grandchildren.
ducah" in 1819.
erly L ant r y of Los Angeles,

cseei

J1.•

FLARE JEANS

Permanent Press
Now
Reg. $3.88
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MEMORIAL DAY SPECIALS
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master charge

"Where the best deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE INE IF TRUE SALESMEN" • •

*CI

Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Manus Williams,
"1111116111"
Wily Taylor, Verne Spraggs aid he Taylor
010111WAT 307
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THERE'S A QUALITY

Doctor
in the Kitchen°
by Laurence M. Marsh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

I.71'he
,
other day an acquaintance
ld to me: "So what's the harm
.- a little quackery? We've had
.•.eiteclicine men in this country
',thee the white man came to
'America."
I know what the man means. In
fart, if one recalls the amusing
stories of O'Henry, the idea of
the traveling huckster putting one
over on the local folks, or vice
versa, evokes thoughts of the good
old days when America was less
triribled than now.
But nutritional quackery, which
is rampant today as ever, if not
more so, presents real dangers
which few people may realize.
There are at least five ways the
cobsumer can be directly affected
by nutritional quackery:
1.. It can destroy confidence in
sceand advice. Think of the diets
that are promoted that don't work,
that people can't stay on. We hear
ot,diets to do away with "monthly
tensions." Then, there is a socalled "macrobiotic diet." The latter contains nothing but brown
rice. It is claimed it offers spiritual enlightenment and that it will
cdre all illnesses past and present.
Generally, such a diet is most
often harmless, except for its desttuction of confidence, Imcause
people will not tolerate it for a
ve^y long period of time. Those
who do remain on it, die. Thus,
at minimum,such diet advice may
cause people to suspect even legitimate advice on nutrition.
2: Nutritional quackery can become an economic burden, Everyday, it seems, more people are
Takked into spending extra money
for special foods costing more
money. The economic burden is
even greater when they buy sup-

I Leslie EarWelton, N.Y.
andchildren.

plements or drugs, many of which
don't even offer calories or any
form of nourishment.
3. It can lead to dietary imbalance,
frank malnutrition, and at times,
to death. This can occur when
following the claims of self-styled
nutritionists that certain combinations of foods are harmful, such
as carbohydrates with proteins
and fats. Sometimes well educated
people believe this nonsense.
Many doctors, even, have been
misled. And, in my opinion, the
unproven theories about the dangers of cholesterol-containing
foods are in this category.
4. Quackery can delay proper then
spy of disease, It is truly tragic
when a person is led to believe a
cure is possible through some
trick scheme or nutritional approach. A cancer, for example,
that is too far gone when a doctor
is finally consulted can be no
longer surgically curable and
death results needlessly.
5. Quackery can cause a host of
physiological symptoms, at times
leading to death. Here I have
mostly in mind the current rage
for diet pills. Death occurred, for
example, in a 19 year old boy on
a weight reducing regimen of thyroid, digitalis, amphetamines and
diuretics. The side effects of these
drugs can be monstrous and can
occur from very small doses, indeed.
What this country needs is more
education on the dangers of nutritional quackery, strong pro,
grams by medical societies and
Better Business Bureaus warning
consumers, and action by the Food
and Drug Administration in removing harmful products from
the market place.

**********

Le with
p. powfactory

rennespower
tir.

Only 5t per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I
FOR SALE Tiny Toy Poodle,
ARC Reg. 5 Weeks Oki, Male.
479-2229 Poodle Pamper Parlor.

WE MAKE DRAPES FREE;
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
both Fulton, Tem

n. tags,
eering,

sedan;
mnatie,
factory
with
power

th V-8
d axle.
. 14'5"

LtU 8:
lay af-

MAN OR WOMAN to supply
families with Rawleigh Products. Can earn $5 and up an
hour. Part or full time. Write
giving phone No.: Ray Harris,
Rawleitth Co., Freeport, Ill, or
call 815-202-1461.

LADIES!
Need cash? Earn extra money
In your spare or full time.
Openings in this 'area; no experience necessary. For interview call South Fulton (day)
479-1964 or (mite) 479-2259.
. DENT'Etteelthairs, crutches
; and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 bake
Irukon, /4
1
WANTED: Swarms of
Call Collect 479-1733.

WANTED!
11111: Seser• Tleui

"
WED
,
(
Whdels Minced
AUG

Ys

City Tire Co.
lei W.State Line

EVERYDAY SUPER D
BAYER TIMED-RELEASE

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
PRELL SHAMPOO
PRICE IMPERIAL SIZE

884.

CAPSULES
30's

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
30 BAYER
TIMED RELEASE CAPSULES

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

ANTACID
COMPARE AT '1.98
12 OZ
d.
EVERYDAY
SUPER D PRICE

- , sPo

A

-8S-TABLETS
COMPARE
RE

Per fami
ly.

cuk.

s r,Aps j
t
A
Pm

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE
-...

OF 85 DOAN'S PILLS.

SHELL

84 NO-PEST STRIP
?I'`%' COMPARE AT '1.98

49

MAYBELLINE
EYE MAKEUP
AT LOW
EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

8 OZ ANTI-PERSPIRANT
COMPARE AT 1.69
EVERYDAY
SUPER D PRICE
$ 1 33

P"T
111Zu f?
ci

QUALITY
STAMPS
FREE WITH PURCHASE'
OF 8 01
RIGHT GUARD
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

100 FREE

MATIC
o..uctiiii/oFv), TECH
RAZOR BAND
"°°'""'",.._._

QUALITY
STAMPS

166

COMPARE AT '1.89
10 EDGES $

In
10 row roans sr* eck. .

FREE WITH PURCHASE
OF 10 EDGE
TECHMATIC
RAZOR BAND

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

CASE OF 24 - 13 OZ CANS

ENFAMIL OR SIMILAC

$682

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

495

2

$

,-

.'"'
.4.-•

QUALITY
STAMPS
FREE WITH PURCHASE
OF SHELL NO PEST
STRIP

QUALITY
STAMPS

FREE WITH PURCHASE OF
TRIPLE HEADER SHAVER

PRICE

100 TABLETS
COMPARE AT '2.98

100

COMPARE AT 39'

FOR CHILDREN

FREE WITH PURCHAS
OF 100 ONE A DO
VITAMINS .

36 TABLETS

ASPIRIN

31,,

EVERYDAY SUPER D

FREE

QUALITY
STAMPS .

236

$

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

100 FREE ST. JOSEPH

50 FREE

QUALITY
STAMPS
with purchase
of 36 Tablet
PRICE Size Zi leheilt)itrin

100 FREE 0II YOUR CHOICE 50 FREE:.
QUALITY
STAMPS

FREE WITH PURCHASE
OF ANY

MAYBELLINE
EYE MAKEUP

$718

100 FREE

—_P RIGHT GUARD

FREE WITH PURCHASE)
OF 12 OZ MYLANTA COMPARE AT '34.95
ANTACID
EVERYDAY SUPER D

FREE WITH

I

$
EVERYDAY
PRICE
SUPER D

•

-,:;. ONE A DAY
.,..
100 Hitt '
MULTIPLE VITAMINS

1
'

$ 73

MISS SENTER

MURRAY, Ky.,
A
SI39.0011 grant has been awarded
to Murray State -University by
the Office of Education's Educational Opportunity Grants
Program, according to First DI*
tent Rep. Frank A. Stabblo•
ne
Grants, made available tor
MD MU students under the proipm, art awarded to participating institutions ri high taw
cation, so that they may, in
turn, award the grants to di
serving students.

Coupon

onuelleco2uPpon

STAMPS

n

QUALITY

1%

MSU Gets
$139,000
In Grant

1971. Limit

i

°UAW

100 FREE NORELCO TRIPLE HEADER
200 FREE
III SHAVER
QUALITY

4144

,_

50 FREE

QUALITY
'STAMPS

COMPARE AT 98'

‘t:

Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri,
and Indiana, they are working
In 32 states, from Maine to California and from Alaska to Florida.
In 1953, Miss Senter was instrumental in creating Student
Library Association of Western
Kentucky which stimulates high
school students to make greater
use of library facilities. SLACK
established a library scholarship at Murray State this spring.
In recognition of her contributions to the University's library, the reading room on the
second floor has been named
the Rezina Senter Reading
Room.
Born in Hailer, Ky., Miss
Seiner is a graduate of Pikeville Junior College and Eastern Kentucky University. She
,received a library science degree from the University of Kentucky in 1942, and a master's in
library science in 1953 f r otis
George Peabody College, Nashville.
An energetic person of diverse
experiences, she- was a teacher.
librarian, • or principal in t Is e
Pike County schools for 17
years. In 1948-49 she was librarian at Pikeville Junior College.
Miss Senter will move to Dallas, Texas, where one sister

QUALITY
STAMPS

SIZE $ 1 10
. a
160Z
COMPARE AT '2.19 13

MYLANTA

Fifty-eight par cent of British
booth had refrigerators last
,
Z
4 year, oompund with 47 per coat
'ft, 4211414
Masa•
In Mt

was%•111101...momelnk

50 FREE

ELI
" PR
IMPERIAL

Se
of
-es
those who have minored in library science.
Although the MSU graduates
are concentrated in Kentucky,

So MUCH.. .
for so LITTLE...

gOOd througVj
r u•

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. Ad effective through JUNE 2, 1971.

"4;11g

n. tags,
Leering,.

f!ipi;vehsde,,nacSTAMPc
p:
Yioil,h:_:"
.Your: 0FrIefRilj

May is Double Savings Month at Super D. You Save oncewith Super
D's everyday low prices on health and beauty aids, photofinishing,
baby needs and most of all prescriptions. And this month you'll
save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid-America's favorite, when
you purchase the items featured below.

MURRAY, Ky.—Miss Rezina
Senter, chairman of the library
science department at Murray
State University since 1949, will
retire In June.
In that 21-year period the department has grown from a
staff of one to three instructors
and the number of students majoring in library science has increased from 7 to 109.
Approximately 300 Murray
State graduates have become
rians under Miss

CLASSIFIED ADS

EE:
-.
I
?
QUALITY

AT SUPER D THIS WEEK

Miss Senter Will
Retire From Post

lardtop,
1, green
r steerowner;

COUPON GOOD

200

STAMPEDE

NUTRITIONAL QUACKERY

t

THIS

100 FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS

FREE WITH PURCHASE
OF CASE OF ENFAMIL
OR SIMILAC

fifik,- ',,,
„
)
1- 0
NET
,
..._-- „,

-=-' '"
'

QUALITY .
STAMPS

13 OZ HAIR SPRAY
COMPARE AT 79'
EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE59
•
• •

4

50 FREE

Photofinishing
HIGHEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

FREE. WITH
SE I
OFP1j3R COHIAAQUA:
NET OR JUST
WONDERFUL:

QUALITY
STAMPS 7
FREE WITH ANY
PHOTOFINISHING
BROUGHT IN BEFORE
JUNE 2, 1971.

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.
DISCOUNT
,.........

DRUGS

PHONE 885-6558

OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIP!! TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

ii

0.40.

...^-..-•••••••••••••

40.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 27, 1971
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WIRDSM11116 MAXI-SAVINGS
•
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O
c
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U.S. CHOICE BLADE CUT

U.S. CHOICE CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST
394

CHUCK ROAST
594

Plus
Quality
Stamos

LB.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

HAMBURGER
49c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

U. S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

1-RESH TENDER

ROAST

STEW MEAT

PORK LIVER

Lb. 59c

U. S. CHOICE

Lb. 69c

U. S. CHOICE BONELESS

ARM ROAST

Lb. 79c

REELFOOT-SLICED

CHUCK ROAST

Lb 79c

Lb. 29c

NECK BONES

LB

LOIN CUT CHOPS

REELFOOT

Lb. 75c

Lb. 99c

TIP STEAKS

Lb. $1.49

onRK —QUARTER

LOIN SLICED

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB. 59t

EXTRA LEAN TENDER

COUNTRY STYLE

BREAKFAST CHOPS _ _ ___ Lb. 75c

RIBS

Lb. 69c

HOUSER VALLEY

LAKE-BRAND

Lb. 19c

TENDER

PORK CHOPS
590

Plus
Quality
Stamps

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

Lb. 29c

FRESH

TENDERATED HAM

PORK CHOPS
69t

Plus
Quality
Stamps

FAT BACK

LB.

END CUT

LUNCH MEAT
39

FINE FOR SEASONING

FRYERS
29t

WHOLE

CENTER SLICES

6oz. pkg.

Pickle & Pimento
Pepper Loaf
Liver Cheese
Beef & Bacon. Bologna

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRESH-GROUND

REELFOOT

SMOKED PICNICS
SLICED BACON
SLAB BACON
39t
39c
39c
59C
I
JUICE 120z can 35cILIQ
69
LEMONADE
TIDE
UID
39c
DINNERS
394
SAUCE
49c DRINK 3 FoR$1 DRESSING qt 59
5 CATSUP
PLATES100 89
394 Dr. PEPPER 4
COFFEE 9.09 JUICE
BOLOGNA

4-8#
AVERAGE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

La

SE ALSWEE T-FROZEN ORANGE

Whole or
Half Stick

r."IVORY

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

WITH THIS COUPON

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

WITH THIS COUPON
I GIANT SIZE BOX

WINTERGARDEN. MEAT

AND ADDITIONAL 5.00 PURCHASE -EXCLUDING-MILK
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY

AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS.Limit 1
Coupon Per Family

4-8 #4
AVERAGE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

TURNERS FRESH

1/2 GAL.

I GRADE A LARGE

DOZ.

IT TAKES A $10.00 PURCHASE TO GET BOTH S5.002URCHASES
- LISTED IN AD-

STOKELY APPLE

STOKELY TOMATO

FOR

16oz

BONDWARE PAPER

STOKELY ORANGE

MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

46oz.

26oz.

FOLGERS INSTANT

STOKELY PINEAPPLE

28oz.

COUNT

6oz.

MERIT

1 Lb. 29c

SALTINES
SWIFT or TURNERS

Fso

46oz.

SHEDD'S

HYDE PARK

SOFT MARGARINE

BISCUITS

1 Lb. 49c

STOKELY CUT

GULF

6 Cans

59c

CHARCOAL LIGHTER 16-oz. __ 29c

49c BEETS 1 1 OLEO 5 LBs.1 .CORN
690 BEANS 5 SAUSAGE 41
STRAWBERRY 394 SPREAD
ICE MILK

1/2 gal.

MARBEL

18 oz.

HART'S CREAM STYLE

STALEY

PY-O-MY

PANCAKE MIX 2 Lb. Box

SAVORY PRESERVES

:3c

18oz.

e

CANS

16m.

LIGHT CRUST

il

CAKE MIXES

Box 10c

SPREDIT IMITATION CHEESE

5 F°11
1

JERGENS

WAFFLE SYRUP

24-oz.

55c

ALLEN GREEN

BATH SIZE SOAP

SOUTHERN BELLE

16oz.

4.75-oz. _

10c

VIENNA

CANS$1

FOR$11

4oz.

Lows

MAGIC

SUNKIST

Dozen 39c

NICE FRESH GREEN

ONIONS _Bunch
WITH THIS COUPON

HEINZ

SPRAY SIZING
FIRM HEADS

59c LETTU
CE
E.
.

L & M 100 COUNT

TEA BAGS83
LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY
E.W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

i
tr

20.

59c

NEW U. S. NO. 1

BAR-B-QUE SAUCE 16-oz. _

2 35t CORN -

U.S. NO I YELLOW SWEET

FOR

39c

YELLOW ONIONS 3 Lb. Bag ____ 29c
EXTRA GOOD TASTING

6 494 TOMATOES 29C
2 439
EARS
_

,. .
„
, riGsss

LB

THIS Al) GOOD THURSDAY MAYIetti THRU WEDNESDAY JUNE 2

.

t.....}.e

supERMARET

$I441'

OLD JUDGE

•

COFFEE

9
--h

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

WITH
COUPON

E.W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
EXPIRES JUNE 3, 1971

'SAVE!

Supplement to the Fulton County News, May 27, 1971

clIffS1
kryeWuttons

RNMENT INSPECTED

RYERS
2Sk

Wfiti Your
Purchase of Any

NO

B.

Rimed! Product

,You

...

I9c

SALE STARTS
MAY 27th

Lb. $1.49
MC-AU AFtTER

SLICED
sk
1:C1.1Zity
stamps

Lb. 69c
EELFOOT

AB BACON
39t Fly
ADE 29t

(X-4300)

RRICALL NMI SET

1/2 GAL.

SE

HAIR
SPRAY
lbseldsr, Cowed 1.4,44

39;

GE
DOZ.

13 oz

(X.430)

SACCHARIN
TABLETS

59,

IA Orally 1000's
116.5. elk

grain, 1000's
Reg. $1.29
1 groin, 1000's
Reg. $1.79

/
1
2

vv.

si

09

(0-873, 76, 79)
(X.1206)

IP SALAD

NG
PER

(V-955, 6)

59c
4$

MULTI
VITAMINS

qt.
28oz.

365's

FOR 1

100's

16-0z. -- 29c

5

R EXALL
ONE-TABLET'-DAILY

$374

$159

STYLE .•
16oz.

$
FOR

4.75-oz. ___ 10c

OAP

LLE VIENNA

E

4oz.

4 FoRsi

NS 3 Lb. Bag

_ 29c

TASTING

29t

Es

L13.

WITH
COUPON

EVANS
212-214 UUCE

FULTON

DRUGS
PHONE: 472-2421

KENTUCKY

- gi)(ALL SPrCIALS fog
iigica TKOPICAL IAN;
REXAL

4;

FAST

ranntno
Lorton
4FL OZ

REXALL
Rg_x_dp

FAST

rannsm;
BUTTE/
O.:Won

(CN 3352)

Tans with or without the
sun — 4-oz.

TANNING BUTTER
LonoN

•01.0/

FAS
TANNING TANNIN
LOTION BUTTER

83c

Reg. $139
$1.59

Reg. 9$c

FAST SUNT
CREAM

SPRAY

4-ox.

44/

1"1-$

43

I

FAST TANNING

41.sti Butter Spray

(CN-3350

Push-button cleaning

88

$

33;1

6-ex. - Reg. $1.69

(CN-270)

UDICO
CAN OPENER &
KNIFE
SHARPENER

9

LOTION

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

(CN-300, 01, 3353)

PROCTOR SILEX

Steam-Dry
Iron
180
oFF

Easy to sect fabric dial.

Avocado or whit.

Ib-

(X-755-6)

GENERAL

Chrome plated.

ON

(X-752)

I SUMMER REX-WAY
Hand Se FAMILY Bath Scale
Mixer 11 NEEDS vv. $288
$988
ELECTRIC

PORTABLE

3-Swot
Gnaw heaters.
(X-715)

X700 IMPAKTA
MAGICUBE INSTANT LOAD

ii

White with vinyl
mat. Guaranteed
accurate. leg. $3.95

(X-1133)

LADY VANITY
PORTABLE

CAMERA
HAI
R
99 DRYER
Four

heat setthigs.
Vinyl bonnet with tote bag.

With Flashcube — No Batteries Needed
Auto. Flashcube Advance

tccn
%•APAco•
•

,& -100

•

$999

(X.706)

•

.44444-1,

RALL
POISON fr
SPRAY
$159
BE PREPARED!

6-oz. size

Rexall Medicated
Skin Cream
SooMirm roMM fram moMme. windburn,
006. Womm nob mW ober Morso.

Reg. $1-97

(0-192)

REG. 59c —REXALL

Eiji°

Witch Hazel

EYE LOTION

8 Ounce

Reg.
$1.19

4
5
IC

8-oz. size

(U3664)

9C

(0-380)

R1XALL

REXALL GLYCERIN

CHILDREN'S
ASPIRIN

uppositories
Adult or Infant
24's Reg. 89c

11
/
4 grain. Bottle of 36
Reg. 39c

29
(0-944)
(0-216, 21)

MILK of
MAGNESIA

TRI-SALVE
ANTIBIO
TIC
OINTMENT

Main or ?Aim
flavored. 12-mg.
Rog. 79c

Rie/
r4c

(0-484, 35.4)

C
•9

(0-252)

Ii

REX SAIVINE
REXIALL

10-285)

CALAMINE
SPRAY
$139

6-oz. Aerosol
Rig. 1.69
1D-226)

CALAMINE
SPRAY
OIDO

BURN
SPRAY
$109

A must for
summerl
5-oz.
Reg. 1.69
(0-600)

pg-PRICES SZ4S/IED
44,
.
0
0 Fie4,54,
str SPECIALS cc%

AEROSOL
COLOGNES
Lively, Sweet-Scented

Mists for all-over fresh-

ness! 3-ounce size

REG. 3.00
NOW

I
i

REXALL

BAT

,
i4410

maw dbasibilue

wag
elluselloy Opessui ON.
IIIebublike. No phosphates.

•
ToiLETRIES

V

* Plaid SIZE
(P-630-3)

* us=

PRICE

HAIR SETTING
GEL

$100

Pound — Regular or Hard-to-Hold

cow

DEODORANT
(P-623)

Reg. $2.50
a..

$125
nra

(CN-295, 6)

73c

COOL BLUE
COLD CREAM DEODORANT
SOAP
Reg. 98t — Roll-On, 2-oz.

REXALL

Redi-Spray Aerosol

DEODORANT
re&
spraY

MALL F

REXALL

Rooli-Spray Dry
Anti-Perspirant
5-oz aerosol

NEW

ilmisilv sER
:

50z.5St

Bouquet, Rose
Lavender or !Amon
Box of 3 cakes

Reg. $100
$2.00
(0,2110)

49'
Reg. 8Sc
Cream, 1-oz.

(P-611)

REXALL DELUXE

Toothbrushes

SPFC/ALS

NYLON BRISTLES —6STYLES — REG.69c

2 69c
4-oz.

ousos.
sr's.

OF

ABLET DAILY
•
MULTIVITAMINS

(B-1041-50)

For

CARA

REXALL

-•//

NOME

HAND CREAM

8-oz. LOTION(cN3142

61066
) c

HAND CREAM 109
orpi. LOTION

s-cm.

(C14.3143, 607)

'IX

ALL

REDI-SHAVE

SHAVE CREAM
RINar,Menthol, Lime
11-oz. aerosol
(P-3244, 45, 49)

57PIl ,
I Mt(

ossi

With $179
was
i•
itI $

42c_

(P454, 7)

KIls Crawling Insects
1 3-oz.

FLYING
INSECT
SPRAY

1.98 SPUNTEX DELUXE

PANTY-HOSE

(1-7200-2)

1.98 SPUNTEX "MIRACLE FIT"

Great for Patios
1 4 oz

PANTY-HOSE

98

PANTY-HOSE

(1-7180-1)

2.50 SPUNTFX "BIKINI"

PANTY-HOSE

HOUSE AND
GARDEN
SPRAY

DETERGENT
CLEAR or PINK
Gentle to Hands
22-oz.

(Z-7170-3)

SUPPORT
5.98 SPUNTEX MATERNITY

PANTY-HOSE

Kills Insects, Protects
Plants, 14-oz.

(Z-7120-21

1.59 FIRST QUALITY

PANTY-HOSE

(Z.4000-02)

$188
$388
87`

PANTY-HOSE

SPRAY
STARCH
Fine Even Spray
24-oz.

WINDOW
CLEANER
For Glass. Chrome
i5-oz.

ROL

$4.911
DIAL
(X-750-60; X-762, 3. 5)

WESTCLOX

ECTRIC

Drowse Alarm
white, box•d.

9

Envelopes or
Writing Tablets

37c

.4s
Golf Ba
).ll
$13

Each

(5-67, 70, 49, U. 3097)

(111-2640)

REXALL

otAER 5PEc47,
FOR
‘.9

CONTACT
LENS

BEACH,PATIO
AND PICNICS
211-4111ART

ICE
CHEST
Whit* birch vocucol foam plastic.
Rustproof. Waterproof.

WETTING
4?:.. SOAKING
2-or

ONE GALLON
SUPERTHERM

SOLUTION!
Reg. $109

PICNIC
JUG

Vacecel ledges In two-tecte
calor. Unbreakable plaink
Suer. !peat with cap.

$1.75

REXALL

TOOTHPASTE
(X.692)

(X-4143)
(X-241.4)

/
1
2.11ALL011
MI-IMPACT

PLASTIC
FOAM

PICNIC
JUG

Rogular or Fluoride
6%

REXALL

BRIGHTENER
TOOTHPASTE

Sp -

Pour spout. Two-tone.

426,

2/
1
2-epairt capacity. Uplitweipbt, leak.
preo4, taistpreef.

$
109

(P.1205)

24c

(X-3729)

20-INCH

BAD

BEACH BALL

39c

.//

(P-I195, 1203)

OF

FORKS and
SPOONS
100 pieces. Assorted colors.

6-color ball
with mermaid
embossing in
a carry-all
podc

39c
PATIO BUCKETS
(X-717)

(X-2424)

Decorative metal with poles. For cigarett•
or trash.

99c
(X-2556)

63/4 Oz. 59
C

COTTON
BALLS
!
°306,12s) 49`
KUP NAIL
CLIPPER
9c
SUNGLASSES
KIDDIES

29c

ADULTS POLARIZED
From

To
(X-1143, 45)

$25°

Quik-,

••

erfeDAY AND EVERY0A

P

PRICES
(r)
ASPI
RI
150
SLASHED
NEW!
REXALL
TABLETS 4
FOR
MODACIN
TABLETS
SUMMER
SAVINGS
BUFFER
MONACET
A.P.C. Hot Water
ASPIRI
TABLETS
Bottle
CIN

a

REX ALL

wi.01-0-1•`"

47
79c
5 grain 100's

Fast relief of tanslon
lasodoche pain
100's

(D.935)

REXA II

REXA IL

REG. $3.79 R OX BURY

100's

73c

REXALL

ROXBURY

Pint Six*

CA21

Capsules

1-31 KLENZO'
BLUE ORA

10's

'1 31

83`
(0-797)

-

$2"
00 0

Timed
Action Mouthwa
NASAL DECONGESTANT
ACTION*
OR) TIMED PSULES
COLD

Red, White

"vein*

Combination
Syringe
$329

Wale,tuRfOiegrU:e:

Rog.

SPRAY

(5-269, 71)

1
1
11101

r

4
0

•
EMI

-

LOR1E:

Hose Nozzle
ProcIslon made. Chrome
plated. Squalors) spring
handl*.

89c
(X-776)

REG. $3.98 ROXBURY

FOUNT
'
AIN 3
SYR13111GE
*MO

ROXBURY

fountain syringe
••

$2"

....

2-,S
.
3
.11X1MXM

(5.550, 1)

oulk-bands

Fever
hermomete

(w-1301-03)
(W-1305-07)

97c

Ond
Sae
Dopendnble
Agana.*

Fever Thermometer
1
46.
0.•..•••..

and ••••

4.4.....

.....•44444

'MNP•

9th.
Deep !Wad.
(X-3028)

liER
PLATES

Prompt, Coortion
Prescriptio• Sorvice

89

rear food Nada

so PAPER
EUPS

Is Ow last
Iwportswf Camas

Per Ilme sr cold

REXALL
CHEWABLE

MINUTEMAN

Multi-Vitamins

$1"

365's $
3
97
(14392. 3)

LITTER
BASKET
AUTO

VI•Ighteil,

A::/
bf:W

0)

REXALL
ECONOMY
'
0
- 111X7

AIR
MATIIESS
6 foot. 2
salvos.
Mow
(11-2637)

Aspirin
Tablets

Rubbing
Alcohol
Res. 1134

99

99c

9

I

(D-937)
(D-605)

Check these TERRIFIC VALUES while you're in our store!

The VITAMIN
of CHAMPIONS!
REXALL

SUPER
PLENIAMINS

REXALL

ALUMOX
Vast rellof front gastric byporacidly. Aiagsmosiose akrosinant kydrarddo goL

Purse or Pocks*
fisa. 250 snot*rod sprays.

No-Aspirin
Fast, offenthro pais relief for
thew who cannot take aspirin.

(Cod 0)

(D•19, 22)

(CT•7791)

